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Looking to
other sources
for fuel for cars
With gas prices on the
rise, people are

REQUIREMENTS:
THE ONGOING

searching for choices
other than oil
| Page 5

Clinton pleads
for funds, gets
$10 million
Alter winning the
Pennsylvania primary.
100.000 donors sent

DEBATE

in money | Page 18

Revealing the
truth about
exotic dancing
Local dancers provide
insight into the world

Students and facility discuss the relevence
of the cultural diversity class requirement

of exotic dancing and
address some of the
misconceptions
| Page 11

By Lisa Halveritadt
and Adam Louis
The BG News

Jesus Christ
was more than
a moral teacher
While some believe
that Christ was not the
Son of God. columnist
Jess Hylton reflects on
her beliefs | Page 4

Speaking from
experience
A program that allows
students to share their
experiences with
mental illness is praised
by columnist Ally
Blankartz | Page 4

Pacman to take
on Dallas
f he can pass a
physical, the suspended
Adam "Pacman" Jones
I be traded to the
Dallas Cowboys.

[

What is the prettiest
part of campus?

In order to graduate, you'll have to take
plenty of general education courses — and
that includes a cultural diversity class.
Fifteen academic departments — from
Ethnic Studies to Gerontology — offer
classes that fulfill this portion of the
BG Perspectives general education
requirement.
But student perspectives on cultural
diversity classes vary.
Sophomore Everett l-itzhughenjoyed the
I 111N 101 course he took last year and said
students should be required to take more
than just one cultural diversity course.
"I think it's great to have a requirement
hut having only one class isn't enough," he
said.
Senior Sam Kettingerdisagrees.
After taking Introduction to Ethnic
Studies IETHN1011. Kettingersaid he thinks
Students shouldn't be required to take cultural diversity courses because the course
materials seem to paint a picture of many
whites as bigots.
"On tests, I frequently have to compromise my values or beliefs to pass the class
or gel a good grade and 1 don't think that's
right, "he said.
Diversity is a good thing, Kettinger said,
hut instructors shouldn't try to force students to agree with their beliefs.
As with other general education requirements, some students can request to be
awarded cultural diversity credits for
other courses.
junior Erin l.illie, who took Introduction
to Women's Studies, said some students are
more willing to file a petition to get the credits — and avoid taking a cultural diversity
class — than to take a course they think will
hea wasteot iheii time.
The University doesn't require students
to take these courses so they get frustrated, but to urge them to think critically about issues of race and diversity in
America, said Steve Langendorfer, director of general education.
After taking a cultural diversity course

such as ETHN 101 or Gender, Media and
Culture ITCOM 467], students should better understand how ethnicities and subcultures relate to everyday life in the United
States and how to better analyze challenges
facing a multicultural society, he said.
But University administrators and faculty
members realize the course material will
make some students uncomfortable.
To teach students about diversity, you
often have to challenge their understanding
of themselves, said Mark Gromko, vice provost for academic programs. "It's only when
you're uncomfortable that you learn.
"What I've heard is that cultural diversity
courses are among the hardest to teach at
the University," he said, adding that many
students come into the classes with their
own opinions about race and culture.
For that reason, instructors teaching
ETHN 101, one of the most popular cultural diversity courses, meet regularly to
discuss teaching methods and ways to
deal with resistance to the curriculum,
said Timothy Messer-Kruse. chair of the
ethnic studies department.
There's a widespread attitude on campus
that some of these courses are examples of
"political correctness run amok" or that
students have to be forced to take them, he
said.
Ethnic studies faculty have a different
See DEBATE | Page 6

RACE ON CAMPUS
DAY

HRI E OF THREE

Three part series of race issues
and an opening to a discussion of
diversity at the University

ONE
TWO
THREE

Minority opinions
about BGSU
Racial tone
on campus
Cultural Diversity
course requirement

HOW DO THEY STACK UP?
Cultural diversity requirements at other state schools
University of

N

MATTEYBS.
Senior. Finance

Toledo

VSu
V
Must take one
international/
global studies
course.
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Ohio
University

Miami
University
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"The union oval, with
the trees in bloom, it
looks nice." | Page 4
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Kant State
University

A.M. T-Storms
High: 74. Low: 56

I aft
TOMORROW
AM. Showers
High: 62, Low: 45

&

Must take one
"Diversity of U.S.
Culture" course
and one non-U.S.
cultural diversity
course.

*" fluRSm

Requires one
general studiej
diversity course
and one other
related course
Students must
take one course
that covers
domestic Is
and another that
addresses global
issues.

No specific

cultural diversity
requirement.

Must take one
United States
culture course
and one world
culture course.
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Preventing stolen
identities on campus
Students may face identity theft in many forms
By Ryan Sullivan

Reporter

"We are frequently
able ot identify the

In the time we are living in.
person who used
identity theft can take on
many shapes and forms and
the card."
University students are just as
susceptible as anybody else to
James W' . .
ce Chief
become a victim.
University Police Chief
lames Wiegand said the most Wiegand said.
According to a police report.
common type of identity theft
on campus is when students an incident like this occurred
have their credit cards taken in December. The report said
a credit card was stolen from a
and used by somebody else.
"It is more of a fraud type sit- student and the thief attemptuation with things like credit ed to use the card at one gas
cards," Wiegand said. "There station. When it was declined,
really haven't been too many they went to another station
cases of where a person takes until they found one where
someone's social security they were able to use the card,
number and uses it to create according to the report.
Wiegand said that each year
a new II) where the person
there are maybe a half do/en
doesn't know."
He said it would still cases having a credit card stofall under the same type len and used in that manner.
"We are frequently able to
of crime because it is still
somebody pretending to be identify the person who used
the card, Wiegand said. "We
somebody else.
Filling up their gas tanks are not aware ol any signilior going to the grocery store
is what people normally do
SeeTHEFTIPaqe6
when they steal a credit card.

Campus safety
in a spray can
Student Code of Conduct allows students to
carry pepper spray, small knives for safety
By Kelly Matz
Reporter

Ninja stars: OK for ninjas, not
for students on campus.
According to the Student
Code of Conduct and
University officials, students
shouldn't look to nunchucks
or ninja stars as means of
protection, but pepper spray
and blades under three inches are okay.
University
Sgt.
lohn
Shumaker said the limitations
have been set by Ohio legislatures to ensure no person feels
unsafe, but what they do allow
cannot be used to intentionally harm a person.
According to the Code of
Conduct, "Weapons include,
but are not limited to, knives
with blades over three inches, guns, pellet guns, paint
guns, tazers, bows and
arrows, machetes, Ninja stars,
nunchucks, grenades and
swords."
University police don't have
a problem with knives, as li nig
as they are not spring-loaded
or switch blades and any size
can of pepper spray is allowed.
Shumaker said.

"Students
shouldn't
carry huge fire extinguisher
Sized cans ol pepper spray
because ol the hulk," he said.
"Keychain size cans work well

because thej -in- accessible

and even the little bottles p,u k
a punch."
Freshman Danielle Harr
said she carries pepper spra\
not only because her parents
make her. but also because she
walks around late at night.
"I keep the little can on a
hook which attaches to mj
belt," she said. T know I can
gel to it within ten seeonds
on my belt but I usually keep
it in my hand when walking
in the dark."
Senior lirittne\ lackett said
she feels sale in Bowling Green
compared to her hometown ot
Dayton but still earries a knife
in her pocket when walking in
the dark.
"I work in a residence hall
so when I'm walking to my car
at four in the morning. I feel
•-.ill- knowing I have a knife,"
she said.
Tackett said because sin1 is
See SAFETY | Page 6

Study shows many teens
write informally for school
By Anick Jesdanun
The Associated Press

NF.W YORK — It's nothing to

l.OLabout: Despite best efforts
to keep school writing assignments formal, two-thirds of
teens admit in a survey that
emoticons and other informal
styles have crept in.
The Pew Internet and
American Life Project, in a
study released yesterday, also
found that teens who keep
blogs or use social-networking
sites like 1'acebook or News
Corp.'s MySpace have agreater
tendency to slip nonstandard
elements into assignments.
The results may give parents, teachers and others a big
:( — a frown to the rest of us
— though the study's authors
see hope.
"It's a teachable moment,"
said Amanda lenhart. senior

research specialist at I'ew. "If
you find that in a child's or
student's writing, that's an
opportunity to address thedifferences between formal and
informal writing. They learn
to make the distinction ... just
as they learn not to use slang
terms in formal writing."
Half of the teens surveyed
say they sometimes fail to
use proper capitalization and
punctuation in assignments.

while 38 percent have carried
over the shortcuts typical in
instant messaging or e-mail
messages, such as "l.Ol." for
"laughing out loud." A quarter of teens have used :) and
other emoticons.
Overall. 64 percent have
used at least one of the informal elements in school.
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Menu Items for Purchase*
Panlnis, Quesadillas,
Made to Order Salads,
Tacos, Burritos, Fresh Grilled
Hamburgers & Hot Dogs,
Desserts Galore & More

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Entertainment
Sub - Vinyl
Simple Seven Speed
Sing Louder
92.5 KISS FM
Inflatables

*Meal - Plan Friendly

Anderson Arena
Friday, April 25th
11am - 3pm

Dunk Tank Celebrities
Gail Finan - Director of University Dining Services
Nick Gamero - USG VP
Dr. Joe Oravecz - Assoc. VP of Student Affairs
Rick Gerbeck - Parking Officer
Dr. Michael Griffel - Director of Residence Life
Michael Orlando - Kohl Hall Director
& Many MoreS

i

BGSU

DINING SERVICES

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Ford rep talks alternative fuel
By Kyle Reynolds
Reporter

With gas prices hilling a nationwide average of $3.57 this week,
alternative fuels are receiving a
lot of interest across the country.
The campus' Earth Week celebration drew to a conclusion
last night when Michael Tamor,
executive technical leader of
hybrid electric vehicles and fuel
cell vehicle technology for Ford's
research and advanced engineering department, discussed
alternative fueling with stu-

dents, faculty and communitymembers in the Union Theater.
There is a 40 year supply of oil
from proven reserves, with much
more oil estimated in potential
oil resources, Tamor said.
The Middle East has 733.9
billion barrels of oil in their
reserves, while North America
has61.8 billion oil barrels, Tamor
said.
One alternative fueling that
has been suggested is hydrocarbon fueling.
Tamor said there is currently a 200 year supply of coal for

Friday. April 2S. 2008 5

LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE

hydrocarbon fueling, with the
United States being a huge supplier of coal.
"The U.S. is the Saudi Arabia
of coal," Tamor said.
The idea of electric vehicles
may seem fairly recent to some
people, but the technology has
been around for about a century.
In 1900, 40 percent of vehicles were electric powered, 40
percent were steam powered
and 20 percent were petroleum
Sw FUEL | Page 7

B!G Bash, BIG food and BIG music
By Sttv< Kunklcr
Reporter

Students looking for fun, food,
and live music today need
look no further than Anderson
Arena.
From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m..
University Dinning Services
will be providing a variety of
refreshments and 92.5 Kiss-I'M
will bring the tunes. They will
be broadcasting live to promote
themselves and the event from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. For their part,
6IANJT PAIVJPA 0A0I£"5
ARC TM£" i^^ALL^i-T
fAfijArAt<L I\JCW0OKNJ3,
R6"LATIVC TO
-rMg" jSlZg" Of= TUT

/^OTMe'R

... we want
to promote our
station and entertain
the students."
Nick Myers | Accountant executive

Kiss FM will also be providing
free CDs and T-shirts from the
station along with movie tickets
and air fresheners.
"The main purpose we are

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

then for is because we want to
promote our station and entertain the students." said accountant executive for WVKS Kiss
FM Nick Myers. Myers is a 2006
graduate from the University.
Refreshments are available
for students using a ticket sale
system. With three tickets students can get hot dogs, brownies, and beverages. Tickets are
50 cents.
Cotton candy, a salad station,
SeeBASH|Paoe7
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

10 am ■■
Spring Glass Sale
Union Mall-Outdoor Space

Sen* events taten from evemvbgsuedu

8 am. - 5 p.m.
Exhibit #10
130 and 151 Union - Gillery Space

2 3.1"
B!G Bash (Spring Picnic)
Anderson Arena

One & Two
Bedroom Apartments

9-30-11 p.n.

«

History Professional Day
201A Union - Sky Bank Room

GREAT RATES

UAO presents "Can't
Hardly Wait"
206 Union - Theater

Lighten your load!
Take a class this summer at Stark State College
and lighten your fall semester load!
Classes are transferable to Bowling Green in the fall.
> Affordable, low tuition of S127 per credit hour.
»Education your way ... days, evenings and online.
»Three convenient summer sessions to fit your schedule!
Summer I (8 weeks) June 2 - July 27
Summer II (First 5 weeks) June 2 - July 6
Summer III (Second 5 weeks) July 7-August 10

STARK STATE COLLEGE
6200 Frank Ave. N.W. • North Canton

*r#/.

T3B^v\>

1 -800-79-STARK (797-8275) • www.starkstate.edu »
1

Kristi Lynn Hill
March 6, 1985-May 2,2007
Late in April of 2007, Kristi was affected by an
episode with her heart that went undetected by
the doctor and hospital. While all other students
were in their finals, Kristi was fighting for her life.
Unfortunately, Kristi was not able to pull through
and lost her fight. She was a hero to all of us until the end; donating her
organs so that other people might live better, more full lives. There are 4
people in the Toledo and Cleveland area whose lives have been renewed
because of Kristi's gift. I
Kristi was truly a Remarkable Daughter, Sister, Aunt, Granddaughter,
Niece, and Cousin. But what Kristi is probably best known for by all of us
and probably all of you that knew and remember her is that Kristi was an
Incredible Frlendi
Kristi had a Contagious Laugh, Wonderful Sense of Humor, and a Beautiful
Smile. She was a Free Spirit Who Enjoyed, and Lived Life to the Fullest. Kristi
cared for and loved people. She never met anyone that she wouldn't talk with.
Kristi was Loving and Kind, but you always knew where she stood.
Kristi will be forever missed, but someday we will be with her again in Heaven.
Her belief in Jesus Christ was deep and we know today that Kristi is watching
over all of us as our Guardian Angel.

If you knew Kristi. we would ask that you share your stories of Kristi with us. Tell us how
you met Kristi and Your Favorite Times and Memories with Kristi. Mail or e-mail these to
Terry and Julie Hill at 2228 Powell Rd Powell, OH 43065 or thill306@sbcglob.il.net.

M
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TELLING FORTUNES: Darlene Denning reads Junior Ann Demarco's hands at the UAO Pub Series event 'Palm Reading"

507 E MERRY:
2 Bdrm/One Bath
All Electric
Free Water & Sewer
$535.00 Per Month
Twelve Month Lease

117 N. MAIN ST.
1 Bdrm/One Bath
Above Downtown Businesses
, 2,3,4.7,8.10 Available In August
$370.00 Per Month

FORUM

"It's interesting that some people say they have friends of other races but they don't want to learn
about them, -Everett Fitzhugh, sophomore, on diversity classes at the University. [see story pg.1]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What is the prettiest part of campus??

Hall is pretty."

"The area by the
vagina statue."

"I agree with Brian"

"The yard outside of
Founders."

"Facing University

Friday. April 25.2008 4
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VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own tale on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
BRIAN CONNELLY.
Sophomore, Interpersonal
Communications

KATIE SLAVIK.
Soprarore, Event pbrmj
and tare"

EMCMERRtTT.
Junior. Computer Science

AIYSSANISCHT.
Sophomore. Nursing

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Praise for Speaking Embracing stereotypes ultimately
believe i
leads to ignorance and hate
from Experience
Christ
MICHAEL LAMBERT IGUESI COLUMNIST

"Forme.it is a

All gay people have AIDS! This
is the idea that Sean Martin
presents in his column |"Don't
change blood donation rules,"
April 241.
It is never explicitly stated; however, it's implied several times.
I would like to start this letter by saying that 1 am the one
who planned the protest of
the Red Cross last year and I
do not agree with what Martin
has to say.
My first major issue with the
article is that he implies that
people who get HIV deserve it
because they are immoral.
Viruses are living organisms just like the rest of us and
if someone acquires it they
deserve it.
This same idea is like say-

personally gratifying
and liberating

experience, being able
For those of my readers who
are finishing up introductory
Psychology 101 classes, you
would haverecentlyexperienced
a presentation series known as
"Speaking from Experience."
This is a group of amazingly
courageous individuals who
every year present stories of
their personal experiences with
mental illness.
Some stories, such as my
own, are personal struggles
to overcome and recover from
mental illness. '
Other stories are experiences of living with family members who are struggling from
mental illness.
For the past two years, I
participated in this wholly
insightful program that hopes
to achieve understanding and
advocacy for those of us struggling with mental illness.
I was grateful this year to be
able to present with individuals
that 1 had not yet had a chance
to share stories with.
For me, it is a personally gratifying and liberating experience,
being able to admit to your illness and share the details of
your struggle.
A particularly beneficial part
of these presentations is that
most speakers, myself included,
don't hold back. When we share
our stories, we share down to
even the gruesome details.
From stories of self-mutilation to individuals darkest
moments of depression, I feel it
really helps those in the audience to see what really happens
in the mind of someone who
like myself, suffers from Major
Depressive Disorder.
The liberating aspect comes
from realizing that you do have
what it takes to stand in front
of anywhere from 50 to 100odd students, like yourself, and
share what may be some of your
darkest secrets.
Perhaps it's the anonymity of
the audience that allows you to
share facts about yourself that
closest friends and even family
members may not know, whatever it is, the feeling is something else.
I am avid supporter and
advocate for Speaking from
Experience simply because it is
peer-to-peer.
Students can speak to other
students about their personal
experiences.
It's one thing to listen to an
adult who is several genera-

to admit to your illness
and share the details of
your struggle."
tions older than yourself speak
about their struggle with mental illness, but it's a whole other
experience to see someone
your age, maybe even someone you know speak about
suffering from Depression or
Bipolar Disorders.
Not that this discredits the
words of older generations in
any way at all, their insight and
experiences are just as beneficial and important as the words
of my generation.
Speaking from Experience is
also a wholly rewarding experience because you know you arc
doing your part to reduce stigma regarding mental illness.
Mental illness is unfortunately still very much taboo in
today's society.
Even I feel the effect of the
discomfort it can raise when
bringing up my depressive episodes with close friends.
I know they don't mean to
be awkward, but their reactions
only further the idea that mental illness is not something to be
openly talked about.
I have no shame about my
diagnosis and have no qualms
about openly speaking about
my experience or even answering personal questions concerning my experiences with
self-mutilation.
Individuals suffering from
mental illness should start to
feel empowered from programs
such as this to make their voices
heard in order to reduce the
stigma that still shrouds mental
illness in mystery.
My sincerest hope is that
those who have heard my story
of even the those stories of the
courageous others who speak
are moved to go out into their
community to spread awareness about mental illness.
I also grant my sincerest
encouragement to those who
have personal experience
with mental illness, whether
it is yourself or a family member, to share your story and
become an advocate for mental
heath awareness.
— Respond to Ally at
thenews@bgnews.com.

CHECK THIS OUT!
Do you love to write? Are you opinionated?

Then The BG News wants you!
We're looking for columnists to write for next year's Forum section.
No journalism experience required — all you need is an open mind and a
desire to talk about important campus issues.
Interested? E-mail thenews®bcjnewscom for more information.

THE BG NEWS
USA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
'

Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phorte: (419) 372-2606

"This same idea is like saying that if

someone walks into the woods and gets

eaten by a mountain lion, it is their fault
because they went into the woods."
ing that if someone walks into
the woods and gets eaten by a
mountain lion, it is their fault
because they went into the
woods.
People have a long history of
trying to implicate HIV as a "gay
disease."
When the disease first broke
into the US population it was
called things like gay cancer and
gay related immunodeficiency
syndrome (GRIDS).
This stemmed from the idea
that only gay men had the disease.

As everyone knows, HIV
spread to the rest of the population and has been infecting
straight people every day.
So if everyone is at risk, why
do people keep targeting gay
men for HIV?
I don't know, probably
because they are uninformed.
There are 3 million people in
the United States (according to
the last census) and of them 1.5

I sometimes have difficulty trying to explain my Christian faith
to people. Some friends I have
are so intent on their criticism
that it is nearly impossible to
make any point.
I recently read a book by
one of my favorite authors,
C.S. l£wis. The book. "Mere
Christianity" explains, beautifully, what Christians tniiy
believe. Among many points
Lewis made, one really stuck
out to me.
There are many historical
characters that are viewed
differently depending on
the individual sharing their
thoughts. People usually have
strong arguments to defend
their perspective.
A popular belief that has
been shared with me is that
lesus Christ was not the Son
of God. Rarely have I heard
the denial of His existence,
rather, a correction on the
role He played.
The popular belief held by
many acquaintances of mine
is that, rather than any godlike
being, Christ was an outstanding moral teacher.
He spoke of unconditional
love, treating people equally,
forgiveness, mercy, etc
At first it seems easy to
understand why someone
would believe Christ to be a
good teacher. It does not seem
too unreasonable, especially
for one who does not share
my beliefs.
There is, however, an absurdity associated with this idea.
If someone were to deny the
existence of Christ altogether,
though I would not agree. I
could certainly understand.
But to say that He existed
merely as a moral teacher does
not make sense.
We must first consider the
time period in which Christ is
said to have existed. During this
time, for one to claim that they
were the son of God, or like the
Hebrew God in any way, was
simply unheard of. It was not
only unheard of, but considered
to be blasphemy.
l£wis explained this quite
well: "What this man said was,
quite simply, the most shocking
thing that has ever been uttered
by human lips."

See MICHAEL | Page 5

Getting the facts on feminism
JENNIFER KAVETSKY GUEST COLUMNIST

In her April 22 guest column,
Jamie Napolski states, "I can
almost guarantee if you asked
any self-proclaimed feminists
if homemaker or having a
career is more admirable, they
would choose career" [" What
the bake sale meant," April 24|.
As a "self-proclaimed feminist," I would like to respond.
I have lost track of the number of times that Napolski and
her compatriots have been told,
quite calmly, what feminists
actually believe both at the bake
sale and in following comments
and columns.
Feminists are objecting to
the fact that the decision about
whether to be a homemaker is
rarely a choice.
Before people flood the
editor with letters about how
they choose/will choose to
stay home, hear me out In

"Feminists are
objecting to the fact
that the decision
about whether to
be a homemaker is
rarely a choice."
fact, Napolski's article provides an excellent example of
this situation.
First of all, 1 must conclude
that her stubborn insistence
that women have achieved
gender equality is based on
naivete and lack of real-world
experience.
As a married woman who
has several years of experience in the corporate world,
let me assure you: Women.
Are. Not. Equal.
We have made great strides,

DAVE HERRERA. SENIOR EDITOR
CANDKE JONES, SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY. CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON, CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU.DESIGN EDITOR
BRIAN SZABELSKI, WEB EDITOR
KRISTENMOONEY, COPY CHIEF
CHRIS VOLOSCHUK. SPORTS EDITOR
ADWECURUS. PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSON, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
tN0CHV4l, PHOTO EDITOR
l

yes, but the genders are far
from equal. In 2008, a woman
with the same training, credentials and experience will
earn less than a man in the
exact same position.
The simple fact that there was
an "Anti-Feminist Bake Sale"
on a public university's campus
speaks volumes.
Can you image the outcry if
someone had hosted an "AntiRepublican Bake Sale?"
If they had handed out fliers
with quotes from Republicans
taken out of context and presented (hem as representative
of the entire party?
Told Republicans that they
were passe, or, even better,
insisted that Republicans were
somehow biologically inferior
to Democrats?
What if attempts by
Republicans to calmly explain

See JESS | Page 5

MONDAY IN FORUM
A columns by Greg Chide and
Le'Marqunita Lowe
Sch^duk iubj#et to chwigt

See JENNIFER | PageS

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum. »

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect thAew of The BGNeA

I

FORUM

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

JENNIFER
From Page 4

their point of view had been
met with name-calling and
sweeping negative generalizations about their sexual orientation, fitness as parents
and intelligence?
A brief look through the
responses to the online version
of the original BG News article
will confirm that this is exactly
the response feminists received.
It is not fair, however, to hold
Napolski responsible for what
others posted online.
Instead, let us look at her
column.
At no point do I see it suggested that fathers stay home
with (heir children.
At the risk of pulling words
in her mouth, is it possible that
this oversight stems from the
idea that women are somehow
more "fit" to stay home with
the children?
She also states that a "traditional family is probably the
most efficient and safest way
of bringing children into
this world."
Since her argument is based
on ideas about women's
"choice" between homemaker
and career, we can safely
assume that she means the
man works and the woman
stays home.
In one neat package we have
assumptions about people's
suitability for certain tasks
based on gender (sexism,
perhaps?) and the reason why
staying home is rarely a choice
even when economic conditions permit.
A woman who chooses to

FORUM, IN VIDEO FORM
We don't just write. See our
columnists like never before:
in person! (sort of)
youtube.com/thebgnews
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"If fighting for
the radical notion
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real choice makes
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me a "crazy radical
feminist," so be it."

—Katvtsky is a graduate
student studying literature.
Respond to her column at
tlieneuis@bgneuis.com.
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MICHAEL
From Page 4
percent are affected with HIV
There aren't that many people
that are infected with HIV and
almost half of those reported
to be infected are heterosexual
people (CDC 2006).
There is no one group that
should be worried about HIV
This is something that can infect
almost every human.
I would encourage any student
who is afraid of gay men donating blood to go to the Center for
Disease Control's Web site and do
some research.
Before I stop writing, here are
some interesting morsels of information that you have to dig for to
really be informed.
Men who have sex with men
can never donate.
Men that have sex with prostitutes can donate blood a year
after engaging in sex with them.
The prostitute can never
donate blood.
This is interesting but not
as interesting as knowing that

JESS
From
Christ said that He was the Son
of God. But I Ie did not stop there.
Christ claimed to wield the
power to forgive sins. Again, it
does not seem unreasonable
for a man to forgive another
when He has been wronged.
Christ was speaking of all sins,
done by all people.
"Himself unrobbed
and untrodden on, who
announced that he forgave you
for treading on other men's
toes and stealing other men's
money?" Lewis wrote.
This meant he believed that
every sin one man committed
against another somehow affected him personally. This would
only be true if He was in fact the
Son of God, therefore being hurt
because the moral law He created
for man was being broken.

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog fc* the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES

So where does this leave us?
If Christ was not was the Son
of God, as He claimed, He most
certainly could not have been an
excellent moral teacher. Either
He was and is the Son of God, a
pathological liar or a lunatic. Ihe
last two options of course not
being the best role model for a
moral teacher.
I, as a Christian, obviously
believe in Christ as having been
and still being the son of God. I
have many friends who do not
agree with me, and that is their
opinion which I accept. But I
do not appreciate when people
say they believe Christ existed
as a teacher. This displays such
ignorance that I really prefer to
change topics altogether.
I would much prefer someone
tell me I am an idiot and that they
do not believe any aspect of my
faith, than to try and compromise
by making a fool of themselves
and belittling the God 1 believe in.

I understand this sounds a bit
harsh and stubborn, but thai
is not my intent. I love sharing
my opinions and beliefs with
people. And, I love to hear about
the beliefs of others. But, what I
do not enjoy is having someone
say things which show vividly
iheir lack of knowledge on a
subject, especially one so close
to my heart.
"Either this man was, and is,
the Son of God: or else a madman
or something worse. You can shut
Him up for a fool, you can spit
at I lim and kill Him as a demon;
or you can fall at His feet and call
Him Lord and God. Bui let us
not come with any patronizing
nonsense about His being a great
human teacher. I le has not left
that open to us He did not intend
to" -C.S. Lewis.
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— Lambert is a senior majoring
in microbiology. Respond to his
column at theneu's@bgneu's.coin.

SPEAK YOUR MIHD
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.
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women of color are the faslest
growing population for people
with IIIV and they can still
donate blood.
The Red Cross tests every
blood donation before it goes to
a person.
If anyone is interested in
learning more about HIV we
have fantastic resources in our
Wellness Connection.
They offer a plethora of information and free, confidential
HIV testing (every Friday by
appointment).
There is a wealth of knowledge on the Internet (as long as
the reader is critical of Ihe information) and there is a class that
can be taken on HIV taught by
Betsy Bunner.
In closing, HIV is not a gay
disease and if anyone would
like to discuss this further I can
be seen on any given day holding up a sign and fighting for
social justice. Peace.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the papei
and online extras
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people and they
have a right to a

work has "failed" her children.
She is not bringing them into
the world in "the safest way."
She has failed as a mother.
Note I did not say "as a
parent."
There are two parents
involved here but only one
receives a daily dosing of cultural guilt that she is a failure
if she does not choose the
"correct" choice.
It is not feminism that is
decided what roles women are
and are not fit for.
The goal of feminism is to
challenge such ideas about
traditional gender roles so
that people are not forced
to conform to socially-constructed ideals regardless
of what is in their and their
families' best interests.
Feminists believe in choice.
Real choice.
Unfortunately, this is not
something that our current
society provides to women.
If fighting for the radical
notion thai women are people
and they have a right to a real
choice makes me a "crazy radical feminist," so be it
I suggest that before Napolski
makes a similar statement, she
think long and hard about the
source of her assumptions.
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that women are

MULTIMEDIA
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" We had a foreign exchange student when I was
young. And, we called him my brother, and that's
what I thought he was. Urn, then he went home to
what is formerly Yugoslavia, taking all of my blue
jeans, with him. And I had to spend the entire winter
in shorts. That is what Ryan is like: A fake brother
who steals your jeans." - Michael Scott
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DEBATE
From Page 1
\ lew.
"All of us in the department
see what we do as extremely
critical in todays society,"
Messer-Krusesaid.
Assistant Professor Vibha
Bhalla, who is coordinator of
BTHN 101 courses, said when
she came to the United States
from India she was shocked by
lhe separation among students
of different races.
"All people would come to
talk to international students
but not to each other." Bhalla
said.
It's important that students
learn about past discrimination
and cultures other than their
own, she said.
"Ethnic Studies courses are
so important because this nor
.> homogenous nation," Bhalla
-aid.
While she acknowledges that
■indents openly disagree with
one another in these classes,
the conflicts have not been
enough to change the structure
ofETHN 101 courses, she said.
When leaching SOC ill.
[Minority Groupsl, Associate
Professor Gary Oates said he
11 icslo encourage discussion In
putting students at ease

"I make a point in saying that
chances are they can't say anything I haven't heard before and
I hey cannot be punished for
l heir opinions." he said.
The people teaching the
classes
whether they involve
cultural diversity or not — can
be just as important as the
course material, said Alberto
Gonzalez, dee provost for academic services
Gonzalez, who earned his
undergraduate degree at the

years ago. When the associate professor of ethnic studies
arrived, there wasn't an ethnic
studies department or a cultural diversity requirement.
Eventually,
introductory
ethnic studies courses became
general education requirements, he said. By 1992, the
University had established its
cultural diversity requirement.
More than 15 years after the
change in graduation requirements, Andrade said the courses are still a necessity.
"Some students don't think
they are prejudiced and don't
see a need to take Ithese
courses]," he said. "I feel those
are the very ones that need to
be in that class."
But if students don't care
about the course material, a
great course topic or instructor
is unlikely to make them view
the class more positively, l.illie
said.
h'it/.hugh said he wishes students looked forward to taking
cultural diversity courses.
"I think it's sad some people
only take |theseclasses| because
i hey have to," said Eitzhugh, sitting next to l.illie in the Union.
"It's interesting that some
people say they have friends of
Other races but they don't want
to learn about them."

University and returned to work
here in 1992, said the University
should put a greater emphasis
on hiring faculty and staff members with diverse backgrounds.
The University places advertisements for openings in
diverse publications bin greater
efforts are necessary, he said.
"We learn from the sharing of
iliu'isc perspectives," Gonzalez
said. The fact of the matter is
we don't know what kind of perspective an African American
or a Latino professor might have
bin it may be different from the
majority perspective and we
can learn from that."
Currently, 133, or about 15
percent, of the University's 876
lull-lime faculty members are
minorities.
Still, the University has
come a long way since Rolando
Andrade came to campus 31

CULTURAL DIVERSITY COURSES
offered at the University
AMERICAN CULTURE
STUDIES (ACS)
2SO: ( ultnr.il Pluralism in trie l-O
2S2: Indigenous Cultures of
North Ame'ica
EDUCATIONAL
FOUNDATIONS AND
INQUIRY (EDFI)
408: Education in Pluralistic
Society

HISTORY (HIST)
319: 'ndian in American History
432: Aspects of African-American
History
MUSIC COMPOSITION
(MUCT)
431: Aesthetics of Black Music
POP CULTURE (POPC)
170:Black Popular Culture

WOMEN'S STUDIES (WS)
200: nt'oduction to Women's
Studies
467: Gender, Media and
Culture
ETHNIC STUDIES
(ETHN)
101: Introduction to Ethnic
Studies
110: Introduction to Latinos in

the US
GEOGRAPY (GEOG)
337: Aboriginal Peoples of the
United States and Canada
342: US and Canada

SOCIOLOGY (SOC)
316: Minority Growls

GERONTOLOGY (GERO)
408: Education in Pluralistic
Society

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
(TCOM)
270: Topics in Minorities and
Film/Video
467: Gender. Media and Culture

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
AND FAMILY SERVICES
(HDFS)
107: Black Families in America
408: Family Diversity

THEATRE AND FILM
(THFM)
215: Exploring Cultural Diversity
Through Performance

INFORMAL
From Page 1
Teens who consider elect ran ic
communications with friends
as "writing" are more likely to

carry the informal elements into
school assignments than those
who distinguish the two,
The study was co-sponsored
by the National (Commission on
Writing at the College Board, the
nonprofit group that administers the SAT and other place
ment tests.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want lo correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
^all The BG News at 419-572-6966.

The chairman of the commission's advisory board. Richard
Sterling, said the rules could
possibly change completely
within a generation or two:
Perhaps the start of sentences
would no longer need capitalization, the way the use of commas
has decreased over the past few
decades. "Language changes.''
Sterling said.
Defying conventional wisdom, the study also found that
the generation born digital is
shunning computer use for most
assignments. About two-thirds
of teens say they typically
do their school writing by
hand. And for personal writingoutside school, longhand
is even more popular — the
preferred form for nearly
three-quarters of teens.
That could be because the
majority of writing is short
— school assignments are

120: Introduction to Black
Studies
130: Introduction to Asian
American Studies
211: History of Mexican
Americans
260: Contemporary Issues in
Native America
301: Ethnicity in the US
305: Women of Color m the
US
312: Chicanos in the US
410: Mexican-American Social
Thought

on average a paragraph to a page

in length, Lenhart said.

SAFETY
From Page 1
a girl, she has more reason to
carry protection.
Although protection is
important, especially for
females, Shumaker said
students should still follow
the guidelines in the code of
conduct.
Students who are caught
carrying something prohibited on University premises,
even if used for protection, are
faced with confiscation or possible arrest, Shumaker said.
"We will still take the item
away even if it's used for decorative purposes," hesaid. "Like

brass knuckles being used
as a belt buckle, we will still
take the item away, hope their
pants don't fall off and send
them to class."
Shumaker believes a can
of pepper spray and a small
pocket knifewouldbecnough
to handle an approaching
attacker, as long as a person
is prepared.
"One percent of the popu lation is immune to the effects
of pepper spray and I haven't
met any of those people," he
said. "A can of pepper spray
shouldn't be at the bottom
of a huge, packed purse; it
should be within reach and
accessible, preferably with
your keys."

letnamese
adoption issues

6:02 P.M.
A laptop computer was reported
stolen from an East Wooster apartment.

THURSDAY
1:20 A.M.
E Craig McGinnis. 23. of Bowling
Green, and Bradley A. Diefenderfer.
21. of Dayton, were arrested for
arson for burning a couch on a
""dying campfire." Police said the
couch did not belong to them and
they did not have permission to
burn it.

2:57 A.M.
Ricky J. Brown. 28. of Bluffton, Ohio,
was cited for operating a vehicle
while under the influence of alcohol.

*

ONLINE: Gotobgnewscomfor the
complete blotter list

U.S. Embassy's reporty tells of corrupted adoption system in the Asian country
By 8«n Stocking
The Associated Press

HANOI, Vietnam — Vietnam
has failed to police its adoption system, allowing corruption, fraud and baby-selling to
flourish, the U.S. Embassy says
in a new report obtained by The
Associated Press.
The nine-page document
describes brokers scouring
villages for babies, hospitals
selling infants whose mothers
cannot pay their bills, and a
grandmother giving away her
grandchild — without telling
the child's mother.
"I'm shocked and deeply troubled by the worst of the worst
cases," said lonathan Aloisi.
deputy chief of mission at the
U.S. Embassy in Hanoi.
Vietnam's top adoption
official called the concerns
"groundless." Briberyof orphanage officials may occur, but
serious offenses such as babyselling or kidnapping are not
a problem, said V'u Due Long,
director of the Department of
International Adoptions.
The dispute comes amid
a boom in adoptions from
Vietnam. Americans — including actress Angelina lolie
— adopted more than 1,200
Vietnamese children over the
18 months ending March 31. In
2007, adoptions surged more
than 100 percent from a year

earlier, with 828 Vietnamese
children adopted by American
families.
While China remains the
most popular overseas country
for adoptions, a growing number of Americans are looking
to Vietnam, which has fewer
restrictions. The wait for adoption approval has also gotten

longer In China after authorities
there tightened rules.
U.S. adoption agencies active
in Vietnam said that despite
some cases of wrongdoing,
most adoptions in the country
are ethical.
"Our experience has been a
good one," said Susan Cox, vice
president of public policy with
Holt International Children's
Services, based in Eugene. Ore.,
which has operated in Vietnam
since the 1970s. "We are concerned about any unethical
practices, but 1 would not agree
that these cases are indicative
of adoptions in Vietnam."
Another adoption agency,
Eamilies Thru International
Adoption, of Evansville, lnd„
said that corruption exists
everywhere and it is up to the
adoption agencies to screen
who they work with in Vietnam
and other countries.
"There's always somebody
that is trying to do something
under the table, and when
there are children involved, the
results are even more horrific,"

THEFT

said program director Salome
Lamarche. "As an agency, we
have a responsibility to be very
careful who we work with in a
country and to only work with
organizations that work in a
morally responsible manner."
She said her group has
recently stopped taking applications for families who want
Vietnamese children — but
not because of concerns about
corruption.
"We stopped because our
waiting list is getting long and
we thought it wasn't ethical to
accept applications from families when we didn't know if we
could match them with children." Lamarche said.
The U.S. suspended all adoptions I mm Vietnam in 2003 over
concerns about corruption.
Adoptions resumed in 200(i
under a bilateral agreement
intended to ensure they were
above board.
That agreement expires Sept.
I, and many adoption agency
officials believe the Vietnam
program will be suspended
again, at least temporarily.
"I cant see any possible way
that this agreement is going to
continue.'' said lad kincaid of
Orphans Overseas in Portland.
Ore. There's certainly going to
be a lapse.
See ADOPTION Page 19

From Page 1
cant losses this year."
Another common way people try to scam University students is through the use of emails sent to students. Most of
the time in these e-mails, the
student will be asked to send
some sort of personal information to the person sending the
e-mail in exchange for a large
sum of money sometime down
the road.
E-mails like this are sometimes brought to the attention
of the Information Technology
department at the University.
The police force and the
Information Technology department at t he University work very
closely when it comes to identity
theft and fraud cases like this,
Wiegand said.
In an

e-mail from Cindy

Euller, communications coordinator from Information
Technology Service, there are
several things students can do
to protect themselves.
"Many e-mail/online scams

the e-mail.
The site also contains a link
lot students who think they may
have been victimized by an etnail scam or otherwise that
they can use to try to set things
haw the primary goal of enticing straight again.
recipients to provide the inforSophomore Matt Quinn
mation requested quickly, with- doesn't take any chances with
out thought of possible conse- these e-mails.
quences. It is good to remembei
"I don't do anything with
that if an online offer sounds too them,* Quinn said. "1 usugood to be true, it very well may ally just delete them."
be the case. Users are advised I le said he is very cautious with
to avoid get-rich-quick schemes his cards and identity because
and contest-winning notices," he knows somebody on camaccording to the e-mail.
pus who bad their card stolen
She also advises not to give- from them and used at a gas
any contact information.
station before they were able to
So far this year, the Office of be snipped.
theCIOwholTworksunder.has
When he is at home, Quinn
received samples of 30 fraudu- said his parents are just as caulent e-mails and in reponse tious when dealing with junk esends out a message to students mails and usually delete them as
alerting them of the new scam well as having Norton installed
and posts it on their Web site for on their computer as a means of
all students to see, she said in further protection.

QUIET
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August 7,2008
CLOSED
August 8-15,2008
10arn-4pm
August 18-22,2008
8am-5pm

WEDNESDAY

Among other findings:

Teens who keepblogsare more
likely to engage in personal writing. They also tend to believe
that writing will prove crucial to
their eventual success in life.
Parents are more likely than
teens to believe that Internetbased writing such as e-mail and
instant messaging affects writing overall, though both groups
are split on whether the electronic communications help or
hurt. Nonetheless, 73 percent of
teens and 40 percent of parents
believe Internet writing makes
no difference either way.
The telephone-based survey
of 700 U.S. residents ages 12
to 17 and their parents was
conducted Sept. 19 to Nov.
16 and has a margin of sampling error of plus or minus 5
percentage points.

the

_J Saturdays & Sundays
. 5-23,2008
10am-4pm
May 26,2008 (Memorial Day)
CLOSED
May 27- —10am-4[
June 17-Ji
8am-5pm
Pharmacy II
July 4,2008
SED
July 5-July 16.2008
8am-5pm
Pharmacy 10am-4pm
July 17-August 6,2006
10am-4pm
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602 Wallace
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Nice Backyard
$675.00 plus utilities
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419-372-2271
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Chicago man dies from Taser stun gun
Police attempted to subdue man outside of Oxford bar after argument over friend being 'bounced'
OXFORD, Ohio (AP) _ A man
died yesterday, five days after
police subdued him with stunning device outside a bar near
Miami University, a hospital
spokesman said.
Kevin Piskura, 24, of Chicago,
died shortly after 5 p.m. at
University HospitalinCincinnati
hospital, said spokesman Don
Crouse.
Police said Oxford officer
Geoff Robinson used the device
early Saturday morning as he
tried to break up a fight.
The Butler County offices
of the sheriff and prosecutor

"We still request that people refrain from rash

FUEL

be interested in getting an alternatively fueled car someday, but
said they are priced pretty high.
"If I could afford it, then sure,
but my current car isn't old
enough to merit a new one yet,"
Wakeley said.
Sarah Donley, senior, also
expressed interest in alternative
fueled cars but isn't convinced
that all automakers have the best
intentions.
"Yes, I would, but I think a lot
of the ones hitting the market are
just so they can have advertisements that say 'hey we have one'
but do not solve the problem of
too much fuel," Donley said.

From Page 3

powered, Tamor said.
"In the 1900s. electric vehicles
were favored for their silence,
cleanliness and ease of use,"
Tamor said.
By 1910 electric vehicles were
overtaken by internal combustion engine vehicles for several
reasons including the growing
availability of fuel, Tamor said.
Hybrid vehicles are viewed as
cars of the future by some but woe
in existence as early as 1911, he said.
Ellen Wakeley, senior, would

judgement and wait until the independent
investigation of this tragedy is complete..."
Piskura Family | Statement

are investigating the officer's
actions.
"We still request that people
refrain from rash judgment
and wait until the independent
investigation of this event is
complete, lest tragedy lead to
more tragedy," the Piskura family said in a statement released

by the hospital.
Piskura, a 2006 Miami graduate, argued with police after a
friend was escorted from a bar,
police said. The officer drew
his Taser stun gun and told
Piskura to stop, and when he
did not, police said, the officer
used the device and hit Piskura

BASH
From Paqe 3

sweet treat station, and a tiki
bar will also be included.
During the event, Founders,
MacDonald, and Kreischer
dining halls will be closed in
order to draw larger crowds,
said Daria Blachowski-Dreyer,
associate director of dinning
services. The dinning areas
will re-open at 4 p.m.
With all of the work which
has gone into the event,
Blachowski-Dreyer is glad the
day has finally arrived.

in the chest.
Video from a camera attached
to the stunning device shows
Piskura getting shocked for
about 10 seconds as he rolls
around on a sidewalk.
Robinson, 27, has been placed
on paid leave pending the outcome of the investigation,
Oxford police spokesman )im
Squancesaid.
RobinsonisaMiamiUniversity
graduate and has been an Oxford
police officer for two years. He
had taken a refresher course on
using a stun gun a week before
the incident, police said.
"We are pretty excited
about it, it will be a crazy day,"
Blachowski-Dreyer said.
During the event a dunk
tank will be included as
one of the activities which
students can participate in.
The first participant in the
dunk tank will be Rebecca
Ferguson, the assistant
vice president of human
resources. She said she
hopes people will attend the
event, despite her risking
being soaked.
"I'm probably going to get
cold, but that's okay," Ferguson
said.
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Suspected hate-mail
writer pleads
not guilty to crime
CLEVEIAND (AP) — A man
suspected of writing racially
hateful letters to blacks, including U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas and New
York Yankees shortstop Derek
leter, pleaded not guilty in federal court yesterday.
The judge ordered the man,
David Tuason, 4ti, of suburban
Pepper Pike, held wit hout bond,
pending a pretrial hearing for
May 6 and a trial date lune 2.
Tuason is charged with two
counts of transmitting threatening interstate communications and six counts of mailing
threatening communications.
Donna Grill, an assistant
public defender representing
Tuason, declined comment
after the hearing.
The FBI says Tuason wrote
threatening letters over two
decades, often targeting black
men who were seen with white

women. The letters dated to the
late 1980s, seemed to stop in the
early 1990s, but started again
later that decade.
FBI agents found Tuason a
few months ago when he started sending messages via e-mail
instead of U.S. mail, authorities
said.
According to the indictment. Tuason sent a letter to
the Supreme Court on luly 25,
2003, addressed to an associate justice of the court referred
to in the indictment as "CT."
Thomas' wife is white.
In the letter, which contained
several racially derogatory
remarks, the writer threatened
to blow up the Supreme Court
building, and wrote that "CT"
would be "castrated, shot or set
on fire... I want him killed."
A Supreme Court spokeswoman confirmed earlier that
Thomas was threatened.
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Britain freezes troop withdrawa
due to increased fighting ,
By Qaasim Abdul-Zahra
The Associated Press

REACTOR LAYOUT: These two satellite images show a suspected nuclear facility site in Syria before and after a Sept 6.2007 Israeli awstrike The image at left is from Aug 5.2007. and the image at right is from Oct 24.2007. A US official said that US. intelligence officials will
show members of Congress a videotape laying out evidence that Syria was building the nuclear reactor with North Korean assistance.

Secret nuclear activity
North Korean efforts on nuclear reactor deemed 'dangerous'
By Pamela Hill
The Associated Press

"This reactor was

die U.S. official said the reactor
was similar in design to a North
Korean reactor at Yongbyon,
which has in the [last produced
small amounts of plutonium, the
marterial needed to make powerful nuclear weapons.
Top members of the House
Intelligence Committee said
the reactor posed a serious
threat of spreading dangerous
nuclear materials.
"This is a serious proliferation
issue, both for the Middle East
and the countries that may be
involved in Asia," said Rep. Pete
Hoekstra, R-Mich.
The White 1 louse also stressed
that North Korea's assistance on
the Syrian reactor was an issue of
"great international concern."
"The construction of this reactor was a dangerous and potentially destabilizing development
for die region and the world,"
Perino said in the statement. "This
is particularly tnie because it was
done covertly and in violation of
the very procedures designed to
reassure die world of the peaceful
intent of nuclear activities.
"The United States calls upon
the international community to
redouble our common efforts
to ending these activities and
preventing the spread of weapons of mass destruction in this
critical region."

a dangerous and
WASHINGTON — The White
House said Thursday that North
Korea's secret work on a nuclear
reactor with Syria was "a dangerous and potentially destabilizing development for the
world," raising doubts about
Pyongyang's intention to carry
through with a promised disclosure of its nuclear activities.
Seven months after Israel
bombed the reactor, the White
House broke its silence and said
North Korea assisted Syria's secret
nuclear program and thai the
destroyed facility was not intended for "peaceful purposes."
The disclosure could undermine Six-party negotiations to
try to resolve me nuclear stand
off with North Korea. The White
House issued a two-page statement after lawmakers were
given details about the reactor in
a series of briefings on Capitol
Hill. The White I louse said the
International Atomic linergy
Agency also was being briefed on
the intelligence.
While calling North Korea's
nuclear assistance to Syria a
"dangerous manifestation" of
Pyongyang's nuclear weapons
program and its proliferation
activities, the U.S. said it remained

potentially destabilizing
development."
erino| U S Press Secretary
committed to the talks.
The administration said that
after the reactor was damaged
beyond repair, Syria tried to bury
evidence of its existence.
"This cover-up only served to
reinforce our confidence that
this reactor was not intended for
peaceful activities," White I louse
press secretary Dana Perino said.
"The Syrian regime must come
clean before the world regarding
its illicit nuclear activities."
The Syrian nuclear reactor destroyed by Israeli jets was
within weeks or months of being
functional, a top U.S. official told
The Associated Press, speaking on
condition of anonymity because
of the sensitivity of the matter.
The official said the facility was
mostly completed but still needed
significant testing before it could
be declared operational.
No uranium, which is needed
to fuel a reactor, was evident at the
site, a remote area of eastern Syria
along the Fuphrates River. But
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Tsvangirai
'clear'victor in
Africa election
PRETORIA, South Africa — The
lop U.S. envoy on Africa says the
Zimbabwean opposition leader
won presidential elections.
Assistant U.S. Secretary of
State for African Affairs lendayi
Frazer was speaking in South
Africa yesterday at the start of a
visit to bolster international pressure on Zimbabwe's government
to release election results from
March 29 voting.
Frazer says opposition leader Morgan Tsvangirai was
the "clear" victor. The opposition claims it won and accuses
Zimbabwean President Robert
Mugabe of withholding results
while he plots how keep power.
Mugabe has led Zimbabwe since
independence in 1980
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BAGHDAD — Britain said
yesterday that it will keep
troop withdrawals from Iraq
frozen for months because of
an upsurge in fighting with
Shiite militias. Iraqi officials
said fresh clashes between
militiamen and Iraqi and
U.S.-led forces had killed at
least 13 people.
British Defense Secretary
Des
Browne
informed
AUAMAS WPHCTO
Parliament of the continued
freeze as Foreign Secretary
TALKING ABOUT TROOPS: Iraqi Prime Minister Nun al-Malib. back right, meets with
David Miliband held closeddoor meetings with Iraqi British Foreign Affairs Minister David Miliband. back led. sit with officials during his vast to
Prime Minister Nouri al- Baghdad. Iraq yesterday
Maliki in Baghdad.
The British Embassy con- we take time to fully consider a police officer who asked not
firmed Miliband's previously further reductions," Browne to be identified because he
was not authorized to speak to
told lawmakers.
unannounced visit but declined
Browne said British soldiers the media.
to release any other information
Another eight people were
are training an entire Iraqi army
due to security concerns.
Britain has around 4,500 division, but acknowledged the killed and two wounded durlocal soldiers are months away ing fighting in the capital's
troops in Iraq, most based
I iusseiniyah area, another base
at an airport camp near the from being ready to deploy.
Al-Maliki said in a press of Shiite militants. The figures
southern city of Basra. Britain
release that the situation In the came from a hospital official
suspended plans to withdraw
about 1,500 troops this spring south was now stable and that who spoke on condition of anothe government was continuing nymity out of safety concerns.
after fighting broke out last
Thefightingin Baghdad broke
"to pursue all outlaws."
month between Iraqi forces
However, five people died, out after Iraqi troops moved
and Shiite militiamen.
"While the situation on the and 28 were wounded early last month to regain control of
Basra, capital of the country's
yesterday in Baghdad's Sadr
ground continues to evolve rapCity district, a stronghold of vast oil industry from militias.
idly, and while military commanders continue to assess the Mahdi Army militia of U.S. and British troops have
the changing environment in anti-American cleric Muqtada
See TROOPS | Page 9
Basra, it remains prudent that al-Sadr. The figures came from
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CHINESE NATIONALISM IN AUSTRALIA: Pro-China supporters line the route as the Olympic torch is run through Canberra.
Australia yesterday

Australian Olympic torch relay
swamped by Chinese nationalism
By Rod McGuirk
The Associated Press
CANBERRA, Australia - China's
red flag was seemingly everywhere on the Australian leg of the
Olympic torch relay, a nationalistic display that swamped protesters' efforts to draw attention
to human rights issues in Tibet
and elsewhere.
Critics said the demonstration
of Chinese pride was orchestrated by officials linked with
Beijing, which has been profoundly embarrassed by protests
during what was supposed to be
a parade of global harmony ending at the Olympics.
China denied any involvement in sponsoring supporters.
Australian officials celebrated
the relative peace of yesterday's
10-mile run through the capital
as a triumph — at least compared to other places where the
torch was almost seized by pro-

testers or security measures were
so strict that the event appeared
more military than celebratory.
The Australia leg began as
a half-dozen police in jogging
pants, T-shirts and baseball caps
formed a cordon around the
torchbearer while other polite
manned crowd-control barriers.
An airplane skywriter spelled
out free Tibet'' overhead and
police hauled away one man
who siit down for a split second
in the path of a torch runner.
In one of several tense scenes
away from the relay, a group of
pro-Chinese tried to use their
flags to cover Tree Tibet" signs
carried by protesters. The two
groups yelled at each other until
police intervened.
In all, seven people were
arrested and charged with trying
to disrupt the event. Bach faced
a fine of up to $1,419.
By die terms of the torch's
beleaguered path from Greece

to China, however, organizers
called it a victory "Today was a
spectacular success,'' said John
Stanhope, the chief minister of
the Australian (apital Territory.
Protests of China's human
rights record and its crackdown
last month on anti-government
activists in Tibet have turned the
relay into a contentious issue for
the Olympic movement. Many
countries have changed routes
and boosted security along the
six-continent journey to the
Aug. 8-24 games.
Thousands of Chinese supporters traveled from Sydney
and Melbourne for the relay. City
officials estimated there were
about I0,(KX) pro-Chinese, outnumbering protesters 4-1.
Pro-Tibet protester Thanh Tan
Uuynh alleged Chinese government officials had paid expenses
for ethnic Chinese to travel to
See CHINA | Page 9
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TROOPS
From Page 8

helped (he Iraqis gain control
of the city, although scattered
attacks still occur.
But the fighting spread to
Sadr City, with its substantial
Shiite population and strong
militia presence.
Yesterday, a roadside bomb
targeting an Iraqi army patrol
exploded in Baghdad's western
Mansour area, killing three
civilians and wounding 14 others, police said.
Meanwhile, the U.S. military
said yesterday that two of its soldiers were killed in an accident
in Salahuddin province when
their vehicle rolled onto its side.
Their deaths raised the
American death tollin April to
36, the highest rate of death for

CHINA
From Page 8

Canberra.
Stanhope said it was evident
that "some central organization" was behind all the China
supporters and that he believed
the Chinese ambassador had
been in contact with Chinese
community groups.
A Chinese Embassy official who
refused to give his name told The
Associated Press the government
had not been involved in sponsoring any relay supporters. In
Beijing, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman liang Yu sidestepped a
question on the issue, instead
questioning whether "disruptive elements" were asked if they
received outside help.
Chinese newspapers reported
that 3,000 Chinese flags collected through an Internet donation drive had been shipped
to Canberra.
Daisy Huang, a 24-year-old
student who traveled three hours
with his peers by bus from
Sydney, said she wanted tocounter the negative images of China
from earlier legs.
"We want to tell people the
truth; not just one side of the

f iafay.Ap.il 25.2008 9

troops in Iraq since September,
when65AmericanswerekilIed,
according to an Associated
Press tally.
In all, at least 4.048 U.S.
military personnel have died
since the Iraq war started in
March 2003, according to the
AP count.
Also in the capital, a rocket
or mortar round hit the Polish
embassy, causing damage and
lightly wounding one person,
Polish Foreign Minister Radek
Sikorski said in Warsaw.
Poland plans to withdraw its
900 remaining troops from Iraq
by the end of October.
In western Anbar province,
U.S. troops killed six Sunni
insurgents in a clash north of
Lake Tharthat. The region,
a former resort area, is now a
stronghold of rebels affiliated
with al-Qaida.

"We want to tell
people the truth;
not just one side
of the story."
Daisy Huang | Student

story," she said.
Added Young Li, 25, of Sydney:
"People are getting angry about
how the torch relay has been
politicized, and we are here to
protect the torch."
He was among supporters
chanting "One China Forever!"
along the relay route outside
Parliament. Police struggled to
keep a five-yard gap between
them and a smaller group
of Tibetan independence
protesters.
Pro-Tibet protester Marion
Vecourcay said she felt threatened by the Chinese demonstrators. "It was just a mob mentality," she said.
Police Chief Michael Phelan
said police had received no
complaints of assaults despite
allegations of harassment by
pro-Tibet protesters.
The flame's next stop is tomorrow in Nagano. lapan.

China's internet use soars
despite government blocks
By

JM

McDonald

The Associated Press

Ml IIIM. — By some measures,
China has tied the United States
as the online population leader
with its government reporting
that the number of Internet users
there has soared to 221 million.
The figure, reported yesterday by the Xinhua News Agency,
reflects China's explosive growth
in Internet use despite government efforts to block access to
material considered subversive
or pornographic. It was a 61 percent increase over the 137 million Internet users reported at
the start of 2007.
But the numbers alone can be
deceiving.
Nielsen Online estimates the
U.S. online population at 221
million as well, but it counts only
those with home or work access,
as the vast majority of U.S.
Internet users do. By contrast,
one-third of Chinese Internet
users surf through cybercafes.
And China's Internet penetration is still low, with 16
percent of people online, com-

pared with a world average of
19 percent, Xinhua said. The
Pew Internet and American
Life Project places U.S. online
penetration at 71 percent.
China still lags the United
States. South Korea and other
markets in online commerce
and other financial measures,
though e-commerce, videosharing and other businesses are
growing quickly, and companies
have raised millions of dollars
from investors.
"We'll see this growth continuing," said Duncan Clark,
chairman of BDA China Ltd., a
Beijing technology company.
"Even though China might overtake the United States in total
(Internet) population, it still lags
in the size of its Internet industries, and there will be a lot more
opportunities."
Beijing promotes Internet use
for business and education but
operates extensive online censorship. Web surfershave been jailed
for posting or e-mailing material
that criticizes Communist rule
or is deemed a violation of vague
national security laws.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
7101/2 Elm St.- Three bedrooms,
2 baths. $740.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00. Has
washer and dryer. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

806 Scott Hamilton - 4 bedrooms.
2 Baths. Washer, Dryer, Central air
$990.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $990.00 Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 care. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/909.

Available August 21, 2008
710 Elm Street- Three bedrooms.
$740.00 per month plus utilities.

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms.
$690.00 per month plus utilities.

Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.

Deposit $690.00 Has a garage
for storage Limit 3 people. Limit 3

Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08-8/8/09

cars. Lease 8/21/08 -8/8/09.
831 Scott Hamilton Unit #A-Two
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people
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Miller at a loss to explain
tragedy of bear attack
Wild animal training center owner grieves over sudden death of his cousin
By Gillian Flaccus
The Associated Press

KIICHIRO SAIO
TASTE OF THE PAST: Walls full of memorabilia and decoiations are seen at the very first Wendys restaurant in Columbus. Ohio

Wendy's chain to go down in
history after buyout
By Mark Williams
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio — After two
past rejections, the owner of
Arby'sshavedroastbeef sandwich
restaurants is buying Wendys.
the fast-food chain famous for its
made-to-order square hamburgers and chocolate Frosty dessert,
for around $2 billion.
Triarc Companies Inc., which
is owned by billionaire investor
Nelson I'eltz, said yesterday it
will pay about $2.34 billion in
an all-stock deal for the nation's
third-largest hamburger chain
started in 1969 by Dave Thomas.
Wendy's had rejected at least two
buyout offers from Triarc.
Thomas' daughter Pam
Thomas Farber said the familywas devastated by the news.
"It's a very sad day for Wendy's,
and our family. We just didn't
think this would be the outcome,"
said I'arber, 53.
If her father were alive to hear
news of the buyout, "he would
not be amused," she said.
Thomas became a household
face when he began pitching his
burgers and fries in television
commercials in 1989.
Wendy's International Inc.
deferred comment to Triarc.
which had nothing further to say
right away.
Triarc will pay about S26.78 per
share for the company, which has
about 87 million shares outstanding. The price is a premium of 6
percent from thecompany'sclosing price of S25.32 Wednesday.
Under the terms of the deal,
which is expected to close in the
second half of the year, shareholders at Wendy's will receive
4.25 shares of Triarc Class A stock
for each share of Wendy's stock
they own.
Atlanta-based Triarc said its
shareholders will have to approve
a charter amendment in which
each share of its Class B stock will
be converted into Class A stock.
The Wendy's board has been
studying strategic alternatives since early last year, and
expenses related to that contributed to the company's 72
percent drop in first-quarter
earning announced yesterday.

what's

"They came after them [Wendy's] and came
after them and came after them.
They spun Tim Horton's off, they did this,
they did that. They did everything they
asked but it wasn't enough.''
Pam Thomas Father | Daughter of Wendy's founder

Wendy's said its profits totaled
$4.1 million, or 5 cents, a share
for the quarter ended March 30
compared with a profit of S14.7
million, or 15 cents a share, ayear
ago. Revenue was down slightly
to S513 million from S522 million
a year ago.
Wendy's stock is well off its
high for the past year of $42.22
that it reached shortly after the
committee began its work in the
summer. It fell 3 cents to $25.39
in early trading yesterday.
Sales have slid in a struggling
economy that has hurt other restaurant chains, too.
The deal caps three chaotic
years for Wendy's in which it
has sold or spun off operations,
slashed its corporate staff and
had its wholesome image tarnished by a woman who falsely
claimed she found part of a finger
in her chili.
Triarc said it will also change
its name to include the Wendy's
name.
Pushedbyactivistshareholders.
Wendy's spun off its Tim Mortons
coffee-and-doughnut chain and
sold its money-losing Baja Fresh
Mexican Grill. Chairman and
CEO Jack Schuessler abruptly
retired in March 2006, months
after a woman and her husband
were sentenced to prison for
extortion for their plot in March
2005 to plant part of a human finger in a bowl of chili at a San lose,
Calif., Wendy's restaurant and
claiming it was served to her.
Farber said the family didn't
think much of Peltz' and Triarc's
tactics.
"They came after them
(Wendy's) and came after them
and came after them. They
spun Tim Mortons off, they did
this, they did that. They did
everything they asked but it
wasn't enough."

Farber said she had just gotten off the phone with her sister
Wendy, 46, the company's namesake.
"She's feeling horrible. She just
is devastated," Farber said.
I'arber said the family had a
supported an alternate bid led
by Wendy's franchisee David
Karam, president of Cedar
Enterprises Inc.
"We knew what Dave Karam's
commitment was to Wendy's, his
family's commitment — just as
ours. Mis dad was a very good
friend of our dad's and was one
of the very first franchisees, so
there's a lot of history."
Peltz, who runsthe Irian Fund,
and his allies own 9.8 percent of
Wendy's stock. Arby's has more
than 3,000 restaurants.
He had argued in a letter to
Wendy's chairman lames Picket!
that Triac would be a natural
buyer of Wendy's. Peltz gained
three seats on the company's
board two years ago.
Thomas, who died in 2002,
opened his first restaurant in
a former steakhouse on a cold,
snowy Saturday in downtown
Columbus on Nov. 15, 1969.
Me named the chain after his
8-year-old daughter Melinda
Lou — nicknamed Wendy by
her siblings.
The smiling Thomas, always
wearing a white short-sleeved
shirt and red tie, touted the virtues of fast food in humorous
ads, often featuring big-name
stars such as blucsman B.B.
King and soap opera queen
Susan Lucci. He appeared in
more than 800 ads.
Wendy's, based in suburban
Dublin, operates about 6,600 restaurants in the United States and
abroad. It trails McDonald's and
Burger King Moldings Inc. in the
burger business.

BIG BEAR LAKE. Calif. — The
owner of a wild animal training center where a grizzly bear
killed a handler says the animal is a "loving, affectionate,
friendly, safe bear," but he is at
a loss to explain how a "simple
routine" turned tragic.
In an emotional phone
interview with The Associated
Press late Wednesday. Randy
Miller said he was overwhelmed with grief at the
death of his cousin, Stephan
Miller, who was killed Tuesday
during the filming of a promotional video at Randy Miller's
Predators in Action center.
"It's ... killing me. We were
brothers," Randy Miller said,
close to tears.
Miller, who witnessed the
attack, would not talk in
detail about what happened,
but said the bear, a 5-yearold male named Rocky,
was trained to wrestle with
experienced handlers.
"It's a playful behavior
brought out on cue," he said.
But when Rocky suddenly bit
his cousin in the neck, "it hit
him in a very vulnerable spot.
If it had hit his arm or something it would have been bad,"
but wouldn't have cost him his
life. Miller said.
"It happened so last." he said.
"We did what we had to do to
stop the bear. It took a matter
of seconds to get him off, but it

bear remains in his cage.
The state Department
of Fish and Game investigated the attack but will not
decide whether the bear
will be euthanized because
the attack occurred outside
its jurisdiction on a private
site, department spokesman
Harry Morse said.
State occupational safety
officialsaretryingtodetermine
if they have jurisdiction, said
Kate McGuire, a spokeswoman
for the state Department of
Industrial Relations.
The center had its permits
and was up to code, said San
Bernardino Sheriff's spokeswoman lodi Miller, who is not
related to Randy or Stephan
Miller.
The facility also houses two
brown bears and a black bear,
along with various snakes and
reptiles, an alligator, crocodile,
leopard, mountain lion, four
African lions and four tigers.
Randy Miller built his
Hollywood career by training wild animals to perform
on cue and safely recreate
legendary animal attacks
for Discovery Channel and
National Geographic documentary producers, including
the tiger mauling of illusionist
Roy Horn during a Siegfried &
Roy show in las Vegas.
Tmnotblamingtheanimal,"
Miller said of Rocky. "We're fast
and efficient if (here's a problem. These kinds of scenes I do
— we're putting ourselves in a
vulnerable position a lot."

was too late."
Handlers used pepper spray
to subdue the bear. Paramedics
arriving shortly after the initial
emergency call were unable to
revive Stephan Miller.
A 911 recording documented
desperate efforts to save him
before paramedics arrived.
"He's bleeding heavily from
his neck.... We need someone
here immediately," a woman
told the operator, who directed emergency procedures
while determining thai the
bear was contained.
"We gotcha; holding on
to you, man," a male voice
said before it was clear
Stephan Miller was no longer
breathing.
Matt Wilson, 18, a neighbor
who lives up a dirt road from
the animal center, said Randy
Miller went to Wilson's family's house after the attack for
comfort. Miller told Wilson's
family his staff had been filming an advertisement when
the bear attacked.
"They were filming it and
the bear started licking
(Stephan Milter's] face and
then all of a sudden it just bit
him," Wilson said. "He was
just really upset and didn't
know why it happened."
Randy Miller said he doesn't
know what will happen to
Rocky, who has performed
in commercials and recently
appeared in the Will Ferrell
movie "Semi-Pro." In the
meantime, the 700-pound,
approximately seven-foot-tall
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DANGER: A sign is seen at the entry to the Predators in Action compound near the city of Ho, Bear Like. Calif

Census Bureau scraps rehearsal surveys
By Garance Burke
The Associated Press

FRESNO, Calif. - The Census
Bureau has scaled back itsdress
rehearsal for the once-a-decade
national head count, raising
fears that thousands of soldiers,
immigrants and other hard-to-

reach people will go uncounted
when the population survey is
conducted in 2010.
"It's like sending up a rocket
for a moon shot and not doing
the final test on how to land,"
warned former Census Bureau
Director Kenneth Prewitt, who
oversaw the agency during the
2000 count.

The dry run is now under
way in two states, with more
than a half-million households
receiving questionnaires from
the Census Bureau. But the
agency dropped such routine
follow-up practices as sending census takers door-to-door
to check whether homes on
the bureau's mailing list are
vacant or occupied, and dispatching workers to figure out
the best way to reach soldiers
on military bases.
Because the dry run helps
shape the way the national head
count is ultimately carried out,
some politicians and demographers worry that the census
will miss members of the military, inmates, homeless people,
college students, migrant workers and immigrants, both legal
and illegal.
Census Bureau spokesman Stephen Buckner said
he is confident the 2010 count
will be accurate. He said that
bureau officials haven't eliminated any crucial portions of
the simulation and that the
census itself will feature the
usual in pnMIIi interviews.
"We would have liked to have
some more operational testing,
but it didn't work out that way,"
he said.
The paring back was a consequence of a decision the Census
Bureau made two weeks ago:
Because of technology glitches
and a bungled government
contract, the bureau scrapped
plans to send census takers
out with handheld computers. Buckner said there wasn't
enough time to train census
takers to go out with pencil
and paper in the test run, so
the agency simply .dropped the
door-to-doot part.
*
t
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WEEKEND PUNS
LOCAL
16th Annual
ArtWalk

Recognizable cast, unforgettable fil
By Aaron Half f.rich
Movie Reviewer

This Saturday, downtown
merchants will host local
artists as well as five
galleries featuring
professional to novice
artists. Enjoy a
behind-the-scenes look
from 1-4 p.m. at five
downtown buildings.Free.

Footlights
Concert
Friday at 8 p.m. in the

It's no easy task creating a genuinely funny comedy. Most of the
time, movies will follow amongst
the common footsteps of recycled jokes and overused humor
conventions. The films that fall
the hardest are the ones that
compromise human interaction
for meaningless humor. Today,
there's only one working producer in Hollywood who has found a
way to get the best of both worlds.
Known for the unique original
comedies like "The 40-Year-Old
Virgin" and "Knocked Up", Judd

Apatow knows what it takes to spontaneous trip to Hawaii puts
Even among its sm«
produce a daring new comedy him in the heart of Sarah's own struction of charactc
like "Forgetting Sarah Marshall."
getaway trip with her new rock- laughs, it goes without fop
Being tagged as the ultimate star boyfriend.
the greatness we usualb
romantic disaster movie, it is easBeginning with a barrage of ness in Apatow-directec _
ily one of those stories not often gag jokes, it's Jason Segel's affable "Forgetting Sarah Marshall
told. As a film about an ordinary personality that levitates the film which is merely produced by
guy being dumped by his famous from an ordinary raunchy com- Apatow, is not without its comgirlfriend, "Forgetting Sarah edy to a humorously genuine, mon conventional flaws. Even
Marshall" goes the extra mile in character-driven story. As a role though the film only begins to
cleverly showing you how dev- that hints more at the conflicts lose its strength during the final
astating a situation can become. surrounding male insecurities, act, the culmination of events
Peter, our grief-stricken protag- Peter shows audiences how the are slightly incomplete and preonist, can't quite find a TV sta- most powerful jokes can come dictable. Still, as an Apatow protion or even a land mass without when the humor is directed at duction with a familiar cast and
something that reminds him of an understood reality rather than signature humor, it's easy to get
his ex-dreamgirl, Sarah Marshall. fabricated one-liners and out- lost in the authenticity of this
Note his predicament when his landish characters.
clever narrative.

<£^,*as~

Whitney Dance Studio,
the BGSU Dance Program
will present student
choreography, and dance
technique classes will
perform for the public.
Admission is $5.

I Letter Grade!
I Rated R for sexuaLcontent,
language and swne graphic
nudity.
Runtime: 112 min.
Starring: Jason Segel.
Kristen Bell. Mila Kunis.
Russell Brand and Bill Hader
Director: Nicholas Stoller

the

truth
nits final installment of BG Mythbusters
I ne Pulse reveals all about exotic dancing

TOLEDO AREA
5th Annual GTAC
Disability Meet
On Saturday and Sunday,
8yAddi.Curli..nd
Liu Halvant.dt
The BG News

witness over 100 of the
best paralympic swimmers
from around the world as

Wendie Clark wraps her lees
around a metal pole, breasts
bare and black thong5
exposed.
Eventually, she crawls
toward a couple sitting
nearby, maneuvering her
body in front of the man.
Alter pressing her chest
«°9n" sffe'he gladly puts
520 in her thong.
The 20-year-old Maumee
beauty school student is a dancer
".ripmaT ShoW8ir,s in a Toledo

they compete in this meet
before the Paralympic
Games in Beijing. Call
(419) 551-2800 for more
Information

Headliners
Friday at 7 p.m, the doors
open at Headliners for
a show featuring bands
MxPx. Against the Fire
and Sinker. Tickets are

*&.**

A
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UI f
' ??u met her ou'side the
dub. you'd never guess what she
does tw1Ce a week, Clark said
Before she started dancing, Clark
had her own stereotypes8 about
stnppers -that they were whore"
.hat-hey^d drugs, , ha, they £

,I„K

$13.50 in advance, and $15
at the door.
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Platinum ,n October; by December,
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ELSEWHERE
Tiffin

W**LX

This weekend, see
"Rehearsal for Murder"

I Bnt III

at the Ritz Theatre in
Tiffin. The play is adapted
for the stage by David
Rogers, and revolves
around a man whose wife

""*W

committed suicide on the
eve of their wedding.

Detroit
Visit the Exotica Expo in
downtown Detroit this
weekend, featuring over
25 vendors, workshops,
seminars, erotic shows,
fetish models and a public
play area.

Mt:i*miYfl
"Good news for
Michael Jackson,

. wA Cup bread crumbs

not guilty on ten
counts! The bad
news-he's going
to Disneyland!"
-Jay Leno

ir

FREDDY HUNT I THE8GNEWS

./» Cup minced garta

■ Butter

Casting out stress,
reeling in dinner
Walleyes are running.
The perfect three-punch knockout for any amount of stress is fishing, cooking and eating. It never
fait, as long as you do it right
It's no secret that fishing is therapeutic some donors even prescribe
fishing vacations for patients with
Stress seems to be an unavoidable stress taking a toll on their health.
topic on campus. Frankly, I am There is something about being on
sick of hearing about how stressed the water and doing nothing more
out everybody is. Hearing about than casting out your line, waiting
all of your end-of-the-year group and enjoying the company of a cold
projects and exams is making me beverage or a fishing companion.
fed overwhelmed. So cut it out.
But it is very important not to
And here's how: the
expect to catch a fish. If you
expect to catch a fish you will
be very upset when you don't
— maybe even more stressed
than when you started. Its
called fishing for a reason, not
catching. And if you dont catch
a fish — something I'm very
good at — try my most prosperous fishing hole: Kroger.
Besides, cleaning fish is not
fun, unless you like it when
your hands smell like fish all
day—Ida
So once you have your
catch, either from the
Maumee River or Kroger, it's
2 nuns
time preheat your oven and
continue stress therapy.

WSSt

A place to hang
for those who
love to game
By Laura Laa Caracciolo
Reporter

Where can you go to escape the
stress of school without leaving
campus? The gamer's lounge,
next to the Pub in the Union.
There are tons of games to
choose from including two game is Guilty
Guitar Freaks arcades includ- Gear which you basically just
ing the guitars, Dance Dance beat up other people."
Revolution Extreme, Ultimate
Fellow gamer Stephen
Mortal Combat, Pop'n Music Hartley has a different favorite
Fever and the newest edition to game: Pop'n Music Fever.
the room, Drumania.
"All of the people I know
Most of the games cost a come in here, so it's a 'good
quarter to play except for the place to hang out in between
rhythm games which are classes,"
Hartley
said.
50 cents.
"Sometimes I don't even play
Soon-to-be graduate, Bart the games, it's just a fun place
Walls says he has been hang- to pass the time while waiting
ing out there for the last three for my next class."
years. He goes on Tuesdays and
Many students gather in the
Thursdays between classes and gamers lounge to hang out but
usually stays for two to three some may feel intimidated to
hours at a time.
go in with such a big crowd
"I've gotten to know a lot of already occupying the room.
people that hang out there over
Matt Scott wants other gamthe last few years," Walls said. ers to know that they are wel"Every once in a while I'll get come to come in anytime, even
really into a game and decide
not to go to class. My favorite
See GAMERS | Pag. 15
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He said /she said:

Is it meant to
be after all?
Devising a plan to hold
on to your man

Despite differences, some
relationships are worth it

Josh Comer
search for that compatible partHe Said Columnist
ner their entire lives, and if you artlucky enough to find him/her by
As the school year wraps up, so
Disclaimer: Reading (his column the end of your college career, that
do many relationships.
any further may jusl blow your is something worth embracing.
For those facing graduation
Now. I know many of us have
mind. Or maybe you knew all
a week from now, like yours
come to school to pursue that
along...
truly, it can be a particularly
It's the last day of school. In dream job (remember this
trying time.
one more week, some of us will because you might someday
More so than the usual ma ke
read my byline in Rolling Stone).
IK' graduating, some of us will
or-break moments, these tests,
be moving back home for the I'm not saying that you should
just like the exams taking place
summer, and some of us will be abandon that job opportunity
next week, are made more difinvoluntarily separated from our because you fell in love, or think
ficult by the weight of the grim,
significant others based on vari- you have fallen in love. I am
desolate post-graduate world.
saying that if the two of you, as
ous other circumstances.
Seriously, look at gas prices;
Maybe you've discussed this a couple, have decided that the
it's like Mad Max without as
already with your partner. You'll relationship is too good to let
many mohawks.
go of, then someone might have
try to:
And
it's
beyond
a) work out a long-distance to put his or her dream on the
backburner. A decent partner,
Thunderdome for couples.
relationship.
Even those couples who you
bl take a break until you figure , however, will want what is best
can't imagine squabbling,
for both of you. I believe this is
out the next step.
those who have stayed togethc) break things off completely demonstrated by the plan my
er through trips abroad and
and start your new lives without boyfriend and I have devised.
summers apart, are arguing
Over the last two semesters, you
each other.
right now.
d) continue the relationship by have read about my insecurities,
Go on, turn your iTunes
moving to the same place or stay- my beef with the pom industry,
down and listen in.
my ideas on various holidays like
ing here in BG.
When you're done eavesThough I am in no position to Christmas and Valentine's Day and
dropping like a creep, realize
tell you where to go from here, I the appropriate way to celebrate
what they're going through.
can let you in on my plan and how them with your significant other.
While one half is astonished
In fact, you probably read more
I've come to my decision.
that the other isn't leaping at
The plan: As of now, my boy- information about me than you'd
the opportunity to follow them
friend and I are working hard to care to know. And whether or
to their new job in Gary, Ind.,
follow our dreams. He is applying not you've enjoyed this column, I
the other wants to find out how
to some of the top grad schools am happy/regretful to report that
much of the country they can
in the nation, while I am apply- this is the final He Said/She Said
see by hitchhiking for a year.
ing for that unrealistic position column you will read. Some of the
The key is not hitchhikas a rock journalist at any enter- opinions expressed in my writings
ing together to Gary, Ind.
tainment magazine that takes an may have been contradictory to
The answer to life never has
interest in me. And though our those written by that boy standing
plans may involve different plac- next to me in our goofy news- I anything to do with Gary,
Ind., that's something no
es, we've decided that whichever paper headshot. After all, we do
valedictorian will tell you
opportunity bites first is where we have conflicting opinions when it
in a graduation speech. The
comes to retationship troubles.
will both move.
So, if you take anything I say
answer is a long, hard look
That being said, I guess you
at what you have and where
could say that I am a fan of option to heart, please remember this:
you want to be by both sides
d. You may be asking why would oppositcs attract.
of the relationship.
1 'II never forget the day 1 met my
either one of us just give up our
If what you have invested
goals to be with each other? Mere's unlikely counterpart I lappy twoin your relationship isn't much.
the way I see ii: Some people year anniversary, losh Comer.
By Emily Ripp*

She Said Columnist

MYTH

not all about making money.
Clapper said they only sell the
image of sex. Platinum simply
From Page 11
provides eye candy, he said. For
she was on stage.
customers, companionship is
"1 just realized it's not as bad the club's main attraction.
as I thought it would be," she
"It's all about someone maksaid.
ing you feel like a million bucks,"
It wasn't easy at first — and still Clapper said.
isn't," Clark said. She only tells
He said every day is a party
close friends because "it's hard at Platinum. People come to
to find people that are truly com- have a good time.
fortable with it." Until recently,
The dancers try to treat the
she didn't even tell her mother.
customersas if they were guests.
Every time she steps on stage, As dancers get off stage, they
she gets butterflies.
often sit down and spend more
"Most of the girls do," Clark time with customers in order to
said, prior to stripping on stage. make more tips.
One-on-one dances can be
"Some customers see us as a
equally intimidating.
piece of meat, and we see them
Though many of the men as a dollar sign," said Gypsy,
simply want to talk about their another Platinum dancer.
lives, others declare their love
ihedanceis profit solely from tips.
for the dancers or try to grope
It's common for dancers to
their bodies.
make $300 a day. Clark said on
But the minute a girt shows her dis- occassion she has taken home
UQUlfXt bouncers step in. Platinum more than SI000.
manager Kevin Clapper said.
Gypsy said if she doesn't
"We're like a big dysfunctional make money dancing, it's her
family here," he said.
own fault. She understands the
But that doesn't mean it's importance of connecting with

"The answer is a
long, hard look at
what you have and
where you want to
be by both sides of
the relationship."

KOTAKUCOM

INTENSIFY GAMING: In this new adaptation of the classk Sonic sagas. Sonic (ravels
to seven fantasy worlds with a variety of challenges

Hedgehog rolls onto

Josh Comer | He Said columnist
you're probably not too torn
up about the fact that I will tell
you to go your separate ways. If
you've got a great thing going
on with your significant other
and all of those career aptitude tests, when you bother to
finish them, keep telling you
to become a friendless drifter,
congratulations — your choice
is obvious.
For everyone else who
doesn't fall into either of those
archetypes, reaching a compromise without compromisinganyone's dreams is the way
to go. Easier said than done,
and there is no set formula
for this sort of deal, but the
only alternative is breaking
up. Caving in is not an option
for either side. The one who
gave up the most will resent
the other's success ("I could
be doing something great like
that right now") or failure
("I can't believe I gave up on
becoming an erotic masseur
for this loser").
As difficult as it may seem it
is possible. I and my intrepid
counterpoint columnist, who
I've been dating for two years
in order to produce this quality relationship advice, have
worked it out and you've read
how rarely we agree.

the Wii for its debut
ByGr.gMill.r
Reviewer

People who had a Sega Genesis
back in the day had at least one
Sonic the Hedgehog game, and
they probably developed better
reflexes due to the games' blinding speed than those of us who
only played Nintendo systems
Fast-forward to the present day:
Sonic has slowed down.Thesense
of speed from the earlier games
has all but disappeared, with more
of a focus on story and exploration
in newer games such as the two
"Sonic Adventures" and "Sonic
the Hedgehog" (2006).
The blue hedgehog isn't ready
to retire yet. though. I le has laced
up his shoes and returned to his
roots in Segas "Sonic and the
Secret Rings" for the Wii.
Yes, Sonic is actually fast again.
One major problem Sega faced
with making a 3-D Sonic game
is sirtiply: How do we keep the
player moving in the right direction? They decided to do just that;
Sonic continually moves forward,
and you steer him left and right
by tilting the Wii remote
Admittedly, Sonic
doesn't start out in top
form. He will seem
slow at first However,
Sega incorporated RPG
elements including a level
up system. You gain experience by beating missions, get skill points
and new skills, and use

Dancing is not degrading unless you
let yourself feel degraded.
My fiance tells me to go out and
shake my moneymaker.'"

your skill points to equip your
favorite skills.
There are more than 100 skills,
including smoodier left-and-right
movement, greater acceleration
and speed increases. This new system reaDy adds depth to the game
Of course, the game has some
problems, the most noteworthy
being sometimes-unresponsive
controls (that's the Wii for you).
The good greatly oumumbers
the bad in "Sonic and the Secret
Rings," though, and at a price of
$20 to S30 you should race to the
store for this one.

Gypsy | Platinum dancer
the customers. For her, dancing
is strictly business.
"Dancing is not degrading
unless you let yourself feel
degraded," she said. "My fiance
tells me to 'go out and shake my
moneymaker.'"
Like Clark, Gypsy — who
declined to use her real name
— previously believed the stereotypes about strippers. Now,
after working as a dancer onand-off for the last few years,
her views have changed.
She said she enjoys the job
because she gets to listen to
music and dance all day. Before
she took the job, she considered
herself a shy tomboy.
"People are shocked when
they hear I'm a dancer because I

don't seem like the type," Gypsy
said. "I'm not very girly and I
don't dress provacatively."
This job allows the girls to
make money simply by talking, dancing or just sitting
back. Clark said the amount of
money dancers make depends
on the crowd.
"You have to get them to like
you if they are going to spend
time and money on you," she
said.
Although the money seems
great, many people are critical
of the job.
Women studies lecturer and
ecofeminist leannie Ludlow
said any job is acceptable
when women are struggling
for money. However, she wish-

es women who are struggling
had more and better jobs to
choose from.
She said dancing exists
because there is a strong societal demand for it.
"That demand comes, in large
part, from men who wish to
have women's bodies available
to them without having to deal
with the humanity that accompanies those bodies," she said.
In a capitalist system, having access to economic independence is very empowering,
Ludlow said. But dancing does
not empower women as a group
because dancing relies upon a
type of masculinity that doesn't
acknowledge women as fully
human, she said.
For Clark, dancing means

QUIET

LIVE
WORK
CREATE
TOLEDO

330 N. Church

3 Bed-1 Bath
W/D Hook Up
$695.00 plus utilities

407 Conneaut
3 Bed-1 Bath / Washer & Dryer
Across from City Park
$865.00 plus utilities

721 Jefferson
3 Bed-1 Bath
Washer & Dryer
Lovely Ranch Home
$815.00 plus utilities

343 S. Main

Where are you headed after graduation?

LIVING!

219 Carr

2 Showers
$795 per month plus all utilities

Artists, writers, musicians, creatives:

making money
for school and
being independent. But dancers in general
help to strengthen a sexist social
system that tlisempowers other
women, Ludlow said.
And due tothe demand forthe
sex industry, dancers will continue to make money on stage
despite the controversy regarding degradation of women.
"I've known women who
put themselves through college or graduate school by
working as dancers and who
had very strong self-esteem,"
Ludlow said.
For Clark, the job has been a
way to increase her self-esteem
and to make money while also
enjoying herself.

3 Bed-1 Bath/ DUPLEX
W/D Hook Up
Large Porch
$750.00 plus utilities

Consider Toledo:
an affordable community with a great arts scene.
Call 419-254-ARTS{2787) for more info.
You may qualify for a relocation allowance.
L
_

332 South Mnm Si
I Green Oln

NEW! WE

419.352.5620
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"SEX AND THE CITY"
MAY 30
After several contract stalls, most notably Kim
Cattralfs, the highly anticipated film based
on the HBO series hits theaters The
film picks up with the
women four years after
the show ended Most
of the details known
about the fikn are from
paparazzi shots taken
during filming: Carrie
is engaged to Mr. Big,
Charlotte is pregnant
Samantha has moved
to Los Angeles and
Miranda is in an
unhappy marriage
living in Brooklyn.
But the real
question is will
movie theaters
MAY 22
be offering
cosmos with
admission?
Harrison Ford and Steven Spielberg return to
the franchise 19 years after the last film. The
plot is being kept secret, but Spielberg has
said the film tackles topics like torture,
theft and greed. Ford is joined by a
villainous Gate Blanchett and a
new witty sidekick played by
Shia LaBeouf.

"INDIANA '
JONES AND THE
KINGDOM OF THE
CRYSTAL SKULL"

Friday. April 25.2008 15

"THE DARK KNIGHT"
JULY 18
ie second film in the new
latman franchise, starring
Christian Bale and directed by
Christopher Nolan, has been
getting positive buzz from
cntics and fans since
filming began Katie
Holmes has been
replaced by Maggie
Gytenliaal. Aaron
Eckhart joins as
District Attorney
Harvey Dent, and
the plot has
Batman meeting
the Joker, who
unleashes terror in
Gotham City. The buzz
around the film took an
unexpected turn with
Heath Ledger's death in
January. Some
critics are calling Ledger's
portrayal of the Joker as
Oscar worthy, making
"Dark Knight" the true
must-see movie of the

■

WANT TO
BELIEVE"
JULY 25

The "Sex and the City" movie isn't the only
highly anticipated big-screen revival of a
small-screen phenomenon FBI agents
Mulder and Scully are back 10 years
after the first film and six years after
the show's series finale Series and film
AUGUST 8
creator Chris Carter told the press and
fans at this year's ComicCon that the
Following the huge success of "Knocked Up" and
film will appeal to the most obsessive
"Superbad." Judd Apatow reteams with Seth Rogen
fans of the cult show and to those
for the summers most anticipated comedy. The title
who have never heard of the series.
refers to a rare strain of weed that Rogen s
In order to achieve mass appeal, the
character and his dealer, played by James
film will be a stand alone story, not
Franco, become
mythology based like much of
addicted to. While
the series was. The details of the
on the drug, the
pbt are being kept under wraps,
two characters
but Carter has told several news
witness a murder
outlets that at the heart of the
and are forced to
film will be Mulder and Scully's
go on the run. With
relationship and, as the title
Apatow and Rogen
indicates to any fan of the show,
at the helm, summer
Mulder's ongoing self
audiences are sure to
exploration tor the truth
be lined up to board
the "Pineapple
Express."

"PINEAPPLE
EXPRESS"

.SUMMER
MOVIF PRFVIFW
GAMERS

Have a little extra cash? Here are a few more movies that may
be worth getting out of the hot summer sun for:

From Page 11

if a group of him and his
friends are in there hanging
out.
"A lot of times people will
poke their heads in and see a
bunch of us in there and just
leave because they're afraid
to come in. We kill business
for mornings and afternoons,''
Scott joked. "We are all very
open. People are welcome to
come in anytime, we don't
own the room. I'or us. it's just
a gathering place. We've been
coming here for years and if
people want to play a game,
we don't mind at all if they do
it while we're in there."

The gamers lounge has
become an increasingly
popular place to hang out.
It's located in the Union
which is right in the middle
of campus making it a great
middle-ground
hangout
space for people who have
an hour or two to kill in
between classes.
"Game room is a place to
play games and hang out.
Party time!" Walls said.

"What Happens in Vegas" — May 9
It was bound to happen; Cameron
Diaz and Ashton Kulcner star m a
romantic comedy about an accidental
marriage
■Tl«. Incredible Hulk" - June IS
Hollywood once again tries to make
this comic book a Dig-screen success,
now starring Edward Norton.
"Tha Lova Guru" - June 20
Mike Meyer plays a spiritual and relationship expert in his first (ilm outside
of the "Shrek franchise in five years.
"Hancock" - July 2
July without a Will Smith movie?" Not
possible This time he stars as an alco-

holic hero who. along with saving the
world, must worry about his negative
public image.
"Mamma Mia" — July 18
The latest Broadway musical to hit the
big screen is the story of a dauqhter
trying to figure out who her father is
by inviting three possible candidates
to her wedding, much to the dismay of
her mother.
"Tropic Thundar" — August 15
Ben Stiller plays an obnoxious actor
cast in a war movie that eventually
turns into real war-like situations.

By Tannen Gliatta

vo

PHOIOS PKOVIDED BY
.'.PBS COM
MOV1EGOOD5.COM
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Gcoon

The Cocoon is proud
to work with Call to
Protect, turning used
cell phones into useful resources for those affected by
domestic violence. By donating used cell phones to
'When You Move- Out', you will be helping the Cocoon
Shelter provide safety, healing and justice to battered
women and their children. Phones may be donated
in any WYMO donation box and at Calico, Sage and
Thyme. Thank you.
CAUTY}

FR0TGC1

What is useless to you. is priceless 10 a victim ol domestic violence

7th Annual Award-Winning

When You Move Out
Don't Throw it Out!
It's that shirt you never wear anymore, the pants that
don't fit, all those cans of soup and extra boxes of
Mac 'n Cheese, or the fan you don't have room to store.
Chances are, if you have extra stuff, you can donate it to
Bowling Green area families and organizations in need!

What can be donated?
• Any and all clothing and shoes, in or out of fashion
• Non-perishable food (snacks, cereal,
peanut butter, ramen noodles etc.)
• Clean bedding/towels/pillows/blankets
• Books-any and all
• Paper and school supplies of any kind.
• Personal items-used and open are O.K.!
(ex: laundry detergent, soap, fans, games, sports
equipment, dishes/glassware, toys, etc.)
• Furniture that is clean and in good shape
• Basically, just about anything you're willing to part with!

Now until the residence halls close!
Look for the donation boxes in your residence hall
lobby, Greek Houses, Chily's and Temptations Convenience stores, and the Union

Contact reslife@bgnet with any questions
Sponsored by the Office of Residence Life, Kroger, the University Bookstore, Recreational Sports & BGSU Recycling.
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Biologists 'heal' balding penguin
By Mich.ll. Lock*
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — What's
black and white and warm all
over? A penguin in a wetsuit,
naturally.
Sounds like a joke, but it's
quite serious for biologists at the
California Academy of Sciences,
who had a wetsuit created for
an African penguin to help him
get back in the swim of things.
Pierre, a venerable 25 years
old, was going bald, which left
him with an embarrassingly
exposed, pale pink behind.
Unlike marine mammals,
which have a layer of blubber
to keep them warm, penguins
rely on their waterproof feathers.
Without them, Pierre was unwilling to plunge into the academy's
penguin tank and ended up
shivering on the sidelines while
his 19 peers played in the water.
"He was cold; he would
shake," said Pam Schaller, a
senior aquatic biologist at the
academy.
Pierre's species of penguin
is accustomed to temper-

JASMINE GEHPIS
ERIC RISBERG

AP PHOTO

AP PHOTO

VALUABLE: Passengers wall by Rbmare Bearden's mural 'Pittsburgh RecoTiections.' at the Gateway Port Authority train station in Pittsburgh.

TINY WETSUIT: Pierre the Penguin. 25. wears Ins wetsuit as he walb with help from
aquatic biologist Pam Schaller at the Academy of Sciences in San Francisco.

ate climates, unlike many of
their cousins. The birds are
nicknamed lackass penguins
because they make sounds
similar to braying donkeys,
quite startling the first time you
hear it in an aquarium.
Schaller first tried a heat lamp
to keep Pierre warm. Then she
got another idea: If wetsuits
help humans frolic in the chilly
Pacific, why not whip up one in
a slightly smaller size?

Staff at Oceanic Worldwide,
a supplier of dive gear based
in San l.eandro, were enthusiastic about making a real
penguin suit.
"We were really excited to do
it." said Teo Tertel, company
marketing specialist. "We heard
most of these penguins only live
to 20, and our little buddy there
was already 25. Anything we
could do to help them, we were
all for it."

Too precious to pulverize
Pittsburgh transit agency raises questions about future care of $15 million mural
By Rjmesh Santanam
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH — A mural in
a subway station is worth
$15 million, more than the
cash-strapped transit agency

^
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xchange

What is Microsoft
Exchange?
A server-based messaging
system that provides access
to electronic mail, shared
calendaring and scheduling,
and other collaborative
services.

BGSU will transition from the current
email system and Meeting Maker to
Microsoft Exchange during the first half
of 2008.

What is Outlook?
An email client for Microsoft
Windows and Vista users to
access the electronic mail
and calendaring features
provided by Microsoft
Exchange servers.

Check the Microsoft Exchange project Web site
www.bgsu.edu/exchange for details on the project
including:
> Migration Details
> FAQ's
> "Rumor Mill" link to submit questions regarding
the project
> Migration Guides
> Links to Self-help pages and Quick Reference
Guides

What is Entourage?
An email client for Macintosh
users that allows OS X
users to access email and
calendar features.
What is Outlook Web
Access (OWA)?
A Microsoft Web-based email
client that offers access to
email and calendar features
via a Web interface that
closely matches the features
and appearance of Outlook.

u.

BOWLING

Users will then be able to access their email and
calendar using Microsoft Outlook 2007 (for Windows
users), Entourage 2008 (for Macintosh users) or the
Outlook Web Access (OWA) interface for Web users.

Continuing and Extended Education will be
offering training sessions on Exchange. Registration
information is available at http://ctc.bgsu.edu/
exchange.
For faculty and staff the migration process will begin
by the user receiving notification of their migration
date in an email message sent to their BGNet email
account a minimum of two weeks prior to their
migration date.
Any student who is interested in volunteering to
move to the new system may register for a date to
migrate by selecting the "Exchange Volunteer Form"
found under the Misc Services heading under
MyServices in MyBGSU.
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The Port Authority is looking for an arts organization
to bear the cost of removing, restoring, relocating
and maintaining the mural,
McNeil said. If that fails, the
agency will either look for an
arts group willing to exhibit
the mural or will auction it off,
she said.
The transit agency also
owns a work by Sol LeWitt, an
American master of conceptual
art, at another subway station.
LeWitt's "Thirteen Geometric
Figures," 203 feet long and nine
feet tall, was paid for by philanthropist Viral. Heinz.
The Port Authority has not
decided whether to have the
LeWitt piece appraised, McNeil
said.
The county this year implemented a 10 percent alcoholic
drink tax and two dollars-perday car rental tax to help pay
its $30 million subsidy for the
Port Authority.

Gator searches for late
night snack inside house

Coming to BGSU:

Microsoft

expected, raising questions
about how it should be cared
for once it is removed before
the station is demolished.
"We did not expect it to be
that much," Port Authority of
Allegheny County spokeswoman )udi McNeil said yesterday.
"We don't have the wherewithal to be a caretaker of such a
valuable piece."
It would cost the agency
more than $100,000 a year to
insure the 60-foot-by-13-foot
tile mural by Romare Bearden,
McNeil said. Bearden was paid
$90,000 for the mural, titled
"Pittsburgh Recollections." It
was installed in 1984.
The subway station that is
home to the mural is being
demolished as part of a $435
million plan to extend the
subway. The authority didn't
know what it was going to do
with the mural but wanted to
know its value before taking it
down, McNeil said.

UNIVERSITY
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OLDSMAR. Fla. (AP) — And
some people get jittery about
mice in the kitchen.
Authorities say 69-year-old central Florida woman found an 8foot long alligator prowling in
her kitchen late Monday night.
Sandra Frosti says the gator
must have pushed through the
back porch screen door and then
wenf inside through an open

sliding glass door at her home in
Oldsmar, just north of Tampa. It
then apparently strolled through
the living room, down a hall and
into the kitchen.
AtrapperwithAnimalCapture
of Florida removed the alligator,
which was cut by a plate that was
knocked to the ground during
the chaos. But no one inside the
house was injured.

Baton Rouge residents can
continue sagging their pants
State Senate panel disagrees on passing 'saggy pants' bill
By Doug Simpson
The Associated Press

BATON ROUGE, La. — A state
Senate panel rejected a bill on
Tuesday that would make it a
crime to wear one's pants too
low, even as Cajun-country
towns around Louisiana have
been banning saggy pants
from their streets.
Sen. Derrick Shepherd's bill
would have made it illegal
to wear, in public, clothing
that "intentionally exposes
undergarments or intentionally exposes any portion of
the pubic hair, cleft of the buttocks or genitals." Violators
would have faced a fine of up
to $ 175 and eight days of community service.
Exceptions included thong
swim suits and clothing worn
in fashion shows.
Sen. Yvonne Dorsey said
she disliked the look of baggy
pants but wanted to defend
the public's right to wear their
clothes as they wish.
"When we begin to take the
freedom of speech away ... I
think we're doing something
that's just not right," said
Dorsey, a Democrat.
Shepherd said the state
should take a stand against
droopy pants, which he called
just one example of widespread indecency in contem-

"The shorts are
getting shorter, the
tops are getting
smaller, the cleavage
is getting larger."
Sen. Derrick Shepherd |
pin.it > clothing styles.
"The shorts are getting
shorter, the tops are getting
smaller, the cleavage is getting larger," said Shepherd,
also a Democrat. "When are
we going to say, Enough is
enough'?"
With no objection, the
Senate judiciary panel voted
against moving the measure
to the floor.
Shepherd tried and failed to
pass a similar bill in 2004, but
the measure died in the face of
opposition from the American
Civil Liberties Union.
About a dozen Louisiana
towns and cities have enacted
or are considering bans on
saggy pants.
The style is believed to have
started in prisons, where
inmates are issued ill-fitting
jumpsuits but no belts to prevent hangings and beatings.
The look was popularized in
gangster rap videos.
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Pacman Jones to take his act to the Dallas Cowboys
By T.r«««M. Willwr
The Associated Press

"With all that in mind, we've said from Day
1 we're willing to rework our contract. Once

TENNIS
BG prepares
for MAC
Championships
BG will face Eastern Michigan
in the first round.
Page 16

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

Suspended cornerback Adam
"Pacman" (ones is getting what
he's wanted for months with
a trade sending him to the
Dallas Cowboys.
That is if the cornerback who
hasn't played in the NFL since
December 2006 passes a physical
"He's a fanatical workout person,
so he'll be in just fine shape," Jones'
agent, Manny Arora said. "I don't
think that's going to be an issue."
(ones' physical ability never has
been a problem.
It's been his behavior away from
the football field that finally pushed
the Tennessee Titans to trade their
top draft pick in 2005, swapping
a gifted cornerback and dazzling
lack returner for a fourth-round
selection this weekend and a sixthrounder in 2009.

the trade gets completed or official, we'll
be ready to do our part because we
want to play for Dallas."
Manny Arora | Jones'agent

That is if NFL commissioner
Roger Goodell lets him actually
put on that Cowboys' uniform and
play much this season.
If not, the Titans will have to
return a draft pick in 2009 under
the terms the teams agreed to
Wednesday. The Titans only issued
a two-sentence statement confirming the trade, adding that terms
had to be finalized and [ones had
to pass a physical. Cowboys team
spokesman Rich Dalrymple said
terms could be announced as early

as yesterday.
"What 1 can confirm is that we
have agreed in principle with
the Tennessee Titans on a trade
that will bring Adam lones to the
Cowboys," Dalrymple said.
This deal allows the Titans to
quit hearing questions about
lones' latest off-field incident, a
chance to do exactly what coach
Jeff Fisher has said the team did
See PACMAN | Page 16
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PAC IS BACK: The Tennessee Tilans traded suspended cornerback Adam "Pacman" Jones
to the Dallas Cowboys for a 4th round pick. Jones would have to be re-instated by NFL
commissioner Roger Goodell

Log onto The BG News
Sports Blog for all the latest
info on all your Falcon sports.
http://www.bg newssports.
blogspotcom

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball:

The boys of summer

at Miami; 6 p.m.
Tennis:
MAC Championships; All day.
Track:
Drake Relays; All day
Women's Golf
MAC Championships; All day

SATURDAY
Baseball:
at Miami; 6 p.m.
Softball:
at Toledo; 2 p.m.
Men's Golf
First Energy
Intercollegiate; All day
Track:
Drake Relays; All day
Tennis:
MAC Championships; All day

SUNDAY
Baseball:

ETHAN MAGOC

at Miami; 1 p.m.
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SUMMER HOME: The Lake Erie Monarchs of The Great Lakes Summer Collegiate League call BG's Steller Field home during ibe summer. BG players David Borcherdt. Kevin Leady. Btennan Smith and Derek Spencer are set lo play.

Softball:
I

at Toledo: 1 p.m.
Tennis:
MAC Championships; All day
Women's Goff
MAC Championships; All day

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1989—Mario Lemuix ties
NHL playoff record of 4 goals
in first period.
1901-In last of 9th. Detroit
Tigers, trailing by 13-4. score
10 runs to win one of greatest
comebacks in baseball.

Lake Erie Monarchs call Steller Field home during the summer
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Who says nothing happens on
campus over the summer?
This year, no baseball fan
will be able to make that claim
as the Lake Erie Monarchs
of the Great Lakes Summer
Collegiate League will be playing all of their home games at
Steller Field.
Establishedinl987,theGreat
Lakes League features some of
the top college baseball players from around the country,
with the majority of them coming from Midwestern colleges

in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana
and Illinois.
Steller Field once hosted
another GLL team in the
Bowling Green Breeze which
was a charter member from
1987 to 1991.
Now, the all wooden-bat
circuit is back in town and
more prestigious than it was
then. Over 600 players have
been drafted professionally
after playing for teams in the
20-year history of the league.
Those kinds of numbers
pretty much guarantee fans
that they'll be seeing at least
one Major League caliber-

"It s great for the community because if they
want to see some of the better collegiate
baseball players around, they can come
right here to Steller Field."
Danny Schmitz | BG coach

prospect here every night. The
Monarchs themselves have
had approximately 15 players
earn professional contracts in
their nine-year history, including two first-round draft picks
five years ago.
This level of skilled collegiate

competition can only be seen
elsewhere in the Cape Cod
League, which is nearly 800
miles away and widely recognized as the top summer ball
league in the country.
But for baseball fans in BG.
they'll have their own share of

quality amateur talent in town
this summer.
Previously, the Monarchs
played in Ned Skeldon Stadium
in Toledo, former home of the
Toledo Mud Hens. According
to team GM Jim DeSana, this
year they decided to move on
for rather interesting reasons.
"We joined a group called
Catholic Athletes for Christ,"
DeSana said. "We are now
an outreach program working through St. Thomas More
Church in Bowling Green.
See MONARCHS | Page 16

The List
The Madden 09 cover boy
wil be released today and we
give the top five likely
candidates:

Houston's Lance Berkman drives in three runs to give Astros 5-5 victory over Reds ■

1. Eli Manning: Super

By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press

Bowl MVP-plus he's a
Manning, endorsements run
in the blood.

2. Adrian Peterson:
Set the single game NFL
rushing record against the
Bears last season.

3. Reggie Bush: Bush
will look to get back to his
rookie season form this season after a down year in '07.

4. Maurice JonesDrew: He should be on the
cover just for the block alone

UKHRMAN I AP PHOTO

on Shawne Merrimar,.
SAFE AT HOME: Houston's J.R Towles slides past Cincinnati catcher Paul Bako in Houston's

5. Tony Romo: Only

5-3 victory at Great American Ballpark yesterday The toss dropped the Reds to 9-14 on the

if Jessica Simpson can be on

seasonHouston hadn't won five in a row since April 16-20 last season The Astros have piled up

the cover, too.

41 runs during the five-game surge. Even right-hander Jack Cassel (1-0) got involved, adding a

/;

run-scoring single for his first career RBI

I

y
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CINCINNATI — Might as well
call it Berkman's Ballpark.
Lance Berkman hit his 18th
homer at Great American Ball
Park — the most by any visiting
player—and drove in three runs
yesterday, leading the Houston
Astros to their fifth straight win,
5-3 over the Cincinnati Reds.
Berkman had a two-run
homer and a run-scoring double
off rookie lohnny Cueto (1-2),
whose 96 mph fastball wasn't
enough to slow the Astros' surging offense or get the Reds out of
their slump.
They just can't stop Berkman
from hitting homers in their
own yard.
"Somebody's got to have the
most," Berkman said of his
distinction. "It might as well
be me."
(

With Berkman playing his
familiar role, the Astros extended their best streak in a year.
Houston hadn't won five in a
row since April 16-20 last season.
The Astros have piled up41 runs
duringthefive-game surge. Even
right-hander lack Cassel (1-0) got
involved, adding a run-scoring
single for his first career RBI.
Cueto, a 22-year-old righthander facing the Astros for the
first time, learned what every
other Cincinnati pitcher already
knew: No one causes the Reds as
much heartache as Berkman.
The first baseman has more
career homers (42) and RBls
(120) against the Reds than
any other team. Hardly a series
against Cincinnati goes by when
he doesn't decide a game with a
clutch hit or two.
Now Cueto knows, too.
"Since I've been here, he
just crushes it here," Astros

outfielder Hunter Pence said..
"Some places you see the ball;
better, and I'm sure this place '•
is like that for him."
Berkman hit a two-run homer;
in the first inning, his sixth of;
the season. Berkman's two-out,!
run-scoring double in the fifth!
made it 5-3.
He later singled for his third 1
hit of the game, raising his*
career batting average at Great
American to .360.
"I usually feel horrible at
Wrigley Field," Berkman said. "I
feel great here. I can't explain it.
That'sthe game of baseball. It'sa
statistical anomaly."
Cueto gave up eight hits — the
most in any of his five starts
— and five runs in seven innings.
Asked if it amounted to a learn-i
ing experience, he said through .See REDS | Page 16
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Fifth-seeded Falcons looking for success at MAC

From Page 15

months ago and move on
without him. They wonl miss
him — much — on tin- field.
! he) had a defense thai gave
up the most yards with tones
in 2000 and the flfth-besl In
2(K)7 without him.
The Cowboys are taking a
calculated gamble
tones can fill two bin boles
if reinstated ibis year. Dallas
owner Jerry Jones, who Iwiee
within die past week had said
the talks were stalled, can try to
ret laim lones as he did teceh
ei Jerreil I hvens and defensive
tackle lank Johnson, who was
suspended lor pans of 2007.
Anna said Wednesday night
they bad not been told of the
trade by either team, Inn were
cautiously optimistic, lones
has talked often of his desire
to play for the Cowboys in

receni weeks, even appearing
on Michael Irvin's radio show

In [eras.
"We recognize the fact ol
where we are with regards to
the league." Arora said. "We
recognize the fad he's got a
guaranteed contrail with
Icnncsscc, and we recognize
the fact there's risks involved
at this point. We also recognize there's significant public

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

By Nat* Parsons

Andrea

Reporter

Voile
Will be making

lor the BCi tennis team, it's
her final MAC
all about second chances in
Championship
tomorrow's
Mid-American
Conference Championships
opening round.
want to play them and what
The fifth-seeded Falcons you're going to get from them,"
< 15-4, 4-4) will look to avenge Andrea Voile said.
an early-season loss to fourthThe Eagles have had the
seeded Eastern Michigan (9-12, Falcons' number as of late.
EMU has won nine straight
5-3) in the quarterfinal round
in Buffalo, NY.
matchups against the Falcons,
BG and EMU met to open including a 4-1 victory in the
conference play with the 2005 MAC Championships
Eagles winning 4-3. ending quarterfinal round.
the Falcons' ll-game winning
BG is 1-3 against EMU in
streak and dropping them out championship play, with the
of the Intercollegiate Tennis Falcons' lone win coming in
Association national rankings.
1997.
Coach Penny Dean's falcons
Since
the
MAC
are excited about the rematch.
Championships moved to
"I'm looking forward to play- its current format — teams
ing EMU." Dean said.
advancing rather than individ"I felt Hi.ii despile losing to uals, BG is 8-13.
them 4-3 during the regular
Both teams have been hot as
season, we are a better team of late, with BG winners of 4-ofand we gel a second chance lo (i and EMU winners of 4-of-5.
The Falcons will look to get
prove it."
"It's always nice to play a off to a quick start by winning
team for a second time the doubles point — somebecause you already know thing they've done in 16 of the
going into the match bow you 18 dual matches.

"Its always nice to play a team for a second
time because you already know going into
the match how you want to play them and
what you're going to get from them."
Andrea Voile | BG tennis player

Leading the way for the
Falcons are the duos of Kelsey
Jakupcin/Christine Chiricosta
and Jenna Nussbaum/Volle,
both of whom went 14-5 and
5-3 in the MAC at the first and
second flights, respectively.
At the third flight will be
Kan,i Babina and possibly
Stefanie Menoff, if Sam Kintzel
and I.ibby Harrison aren't back
from injuries.
In singles play, the Falcons
are led by Jakupcin and
Chiricosta with identical
records of 14-5 at the first and
second flights, respectively.
Babina is 12-6 at the third
flight, while Kintzel is 10-3 at
(he fourth Might. Rounding out
the Falcon netters are Menoff
(12-3), Nussbaum (7-6) and
Voile (8-5).
Voile, who will be making

her final MAC Championships
appearance
along
with
Nussbaum, plans on leaving it
all out on the court in her final
collegiate match.
"When 1 come off the court
after my last match, I don't
want to have any energy left,
mentally or physically." she
said. "I want to know that 1 left
il all there."
Like Voile, the Falcons will
give it their all, in hopes of winning a championship, starling
tomorrow in the quarterfinal
round against the Eagles at 10
a.m. at Ellicott Tennis Center on
Buffalo's campus.
With a win the Falcons will
likely get a second chance to
avenge another loss — last
weekend's 5-2 loss to Western
Michigan — in the semifinal
round on Saturday.

relations implications for the
teams, and in fad Dallas has to
sell tickets, the knowledge their
fan base has a point of view.

the NFL that yeai with an

average1 punt return of I2.H
yards and three IDs.
But six arrests and 12 incidents where police were
called since being drafted led
to his suspension in April 2007
for the 2007 season. Gcioclell
refused to cut it lo 10 games
and said he wouldn't considei
reinstatement until prior to
(he opening of training camps
after Jones went to another
-trip club in January
A return to the Titans never
seemed possible, and Jones
was given permission to talk
10 other teams weeks ago. I he
NFL also barred the cornerback from working out on their
properly in February,
(ioodell said last week in
lexas that he would consider
reinstating Jones it he continued conducting himself in a
way that represents the Ml.
in a positive manner. How he
weighs Jones' help in identifying the alleged shooter in the
February 2007 triple shooting at a l.is Vegas strip club
remains to be seen.
Police reports surfaced
Monday night dial said Jones

paid $15,000 in the weeks after
the shooting to the man, who
threatened to hurt the cor
nerback, his daughter and his
mother. Jones picked the man
out of a lineup last week, helping fulfill part of the plea deal
he agreed to last December
reducing two felony counts ol
coercion to conspiracy to commit disorderly conduct.
Terms of thai deal also
require him to testify in court
as needed.

By Tim Reynolds
The Associated Press

Michigan at the MAC Championships in
Buffalo. NY EMU has won nine straight
matchups against BG

WFYIIIRA. I la. — Annika
Sorenstam summed up the
opening round of the inaugural
Stanford International i'ro-Ain in
two words.
"Silly tough." she said.
And that's an assessment from
someone only one stroke off the
pace.
Paula Creamer shot a 3-under
(ill yesterday, giving her a share
of the lead with Momeko (leda
and Voting Kim on a day that
tut tied into a test of endurance
more than anything else at
windy fumberry Isle. Only 21 of
111 pros broke par, on a course
that was far from easy for the
tour players — and downright
diabolical lor amateurs.
"1 thought it was extremely
tough." Sorenstam said. "It was
way too tough."
Sorenstam likened the course
to a U.S. Open setup, saying she
felt badly for the amateurs, many
of whom struggled mightily' on

today. These guys were very nice."
Sorenstam said, talking about the
two amateurs in her foursome
along with Gulbis. "They stayed
out the way. I hey were very Courteous. It was just pace of play and
when you have pins like that, it
just makes it tough. I mean, it's
not easy. Il would be fun if it was
a little more friendly for them so
the) can enjoy it."
Chris lliggs. the chief operations officer for the IPGA Tour.
said there was a balance between
making sure the "course semp is
worthy of a championship round
of golf in an LrtiA tournament"
and one that's suitable for the
amateur players as well.
lliggs also pointed out that
any first-year event tends to have
some growing pains.

Her cousin A.J., a freshman
pitcher for Michigan State and
recent graduate of Clay High
School in Oregon, Ohio, will
be tossing quite a few innings
at Steller Field in June, July,
and August.
And most of them will be
seen by his friends and family,
as they were last year when he
went 7-1 with a 0.92 ERA and
struck out 102 batters for the
Clay Eagles.
"That's exactly the reason I
decided to come play for the
Lake Erie Monarchs," Achter
said.
"Being away up at Michigan
State all year, it's been tough so
it will be nice to get back home
and have my family close to me.
I'll get to sleep in my own bed
every night."
Between games, he might
get to shoot a few hoops with
his Mid-American Conference
Player of the Year cousin.
"I'm sure I'll get to see her.
She always calls me during the
summer to play basketball or
golf, plus our brothers play on
the same baseball team so we'll

see each other a lot," Achter
said.
Derek Spencer, who has
known A.J. since they were
10, is also excited about his
upcoming experiences with
the Monarchs in BG.
"I'll be living In an apartment
and working out at the Sebo
Center, so I'm looking forward
to it," Spencer said. "The Great
I .ikes League is a great one to
be in. There's a lot of good competition and quite a few MAC
guys in it too."
While the team will be managed by two coaches hired
from Florida and Texas, two
rather intense areas of college
baseball talent, Achter remains
most excited about the relatively relaxing environment that
summer ball will provide.
"My favorite part is how loose
everybody is," he said. "It's not
as serious as the spring season,
so it's nice to just relax and play
some baseball."
That baseball will begin at
5:30 p.m. on lune 18 from Steller
Field when the Monarchs host
the Xenia Athletes in Action.

debut in Cincinnati last year with
San' liege i. "When Lance came up
with that double, you could feel a
From Page 15
lift in the dugout confidence, and
a translator "You're right. Next I just fed off of that."
time is going to be better."
The loss completed a jolting 2-5
One thing's sure: Next time he'll home-stand for the Reds, who at
be more careful with Berkman.
9-14 are off to their worst start in
"They whacked the ball around five years.
They fired general manager
pretty good when they needed it,"
Reds manager Dusty Baker said. Wayne Krivsky on Wednesday,
"His stuff wasn't as sharp, but he then lost their next two under
pitched well enough to keep us in replacement Walt locketty.
the game"
Cincinnati has dropped 10 of its
Cassel, called up from Triple- last 13overall, falling into last place
A to make his first start of the in the NL Central.
"We're a lot better than we're
season, gave up three runs and
seven hits over five-plus innings playing," said Adam Dunn, batagainst a lineup snuggling to find ting 209 after his 0-for-4 perforits stride. Jose \fclverde pitched a mance. "That's the frustrating part.
perfect ninth for his third save in Everybody talks about how early it
is, but it's not early anymore."
six chances.
"After the first couple of innings,
Houston has been particuI was able to settle down," said larly tough on Cincinnati, winCassel, who made his big-leamie ning its last six games against

the Reds from the end of last
season. The Astros have gone
10-1 at Great American over the
last two seasons.
Ken Griffey Jr. had a runscoring single off Cassel, but
remained at 597 career homers. The Reds play their next
nine games in San Francisco,
St. Louis and Atlanta. Griffey's
200th, 300th, 400th and 500th
homers came in road games.
Notes: Pence extended his hitring streak to seven games (13for-26). ... Pittsburgh's Jason Bay
has the second-most homers by
a visitor at Great American — 13.
The ballpark opened in 2003. ...
Berkman's homer was his 1300th
career hit. He's the seven player in
Astros history to reach the mark.
... Cassels RBI was the first by an
Astros pitcher this season.... Reds
3B Edwin extended his hitting
streak to a career-high 14 games.

have to start my routine over and focus."
Paula Creamer | Pre goiter

a course far tougher than their
norm. Yani Tseng had a hamburger and two chocolate chip
cookies after nine holes, because
she couldn't endure not eating
for three more hours. One tee box
had four groups waiting at once.
And most rounds lasted nearly
six hours.
"It does take a toll on you,"
("reamer said. "I found myself a
couple times wandering out there
and would have to start my routine over and focus. There's a lot
going on and that's something
you're not necessarily used to. I'm
pleased with how I managed it"
With only two bogeys on her
card, she should be.
"I'll t;tke <i8 for three more days,"
Creamer said.
Creamer, teaming with tennis

star James Blake this week, hasn't
finished in the top 20 in any of her
last three events, a mini-slump
far from typical for the world's No.
4-ranked woman. But four birdies in a six-hole stretch gave her
a shot of momentum, and she
ended her round almost expecting to be one shot off Christina
Kim's lead.
That is, until Kim visited the cart
path, the water and lire sand on
the par-5 18th. en route to a triple
bogey that sent her to 1 under.
"Maybe the mafia kind of used
these greens to bury a couple people or something, because every
hole tends to have a couple of
mounds in them," Kim said.
Carolina llano — the final alternate to get into the field — shot a
2 - under 69 to be in the logjam one

MONARCHS
From Page 15

"The other reason was thai
we just wanted to be in a college town.'
lid varsity baseball coach
Danny Scbmilz thinks they
just may have picked the perfect one.
"It's great for the community
because if they want to see
some of the better collegiate
baseball players around, they
can come right here to Steller
Field," Schmitz said after a
recent Falcon win. "Bowling
Green is just such a great
baseball town, so we're glad to
have the Great Lakes League
here now."
Before
the
Monarchs
decided lo come, Steller Field
remained rather vacant in the
summer months.
With the exception of a few
youth summer camps and the
Great BlackSwampTournament
in late lune, nothing really happened on the Falcon baseball
team's facility.

MONARCHS: Falcon players from left to right: Brennan Smith. Kevin Leady. Decelc Spencer
and David Borcherdt will all participate for the Lake Erie Monarchs this summer

One might worry that with
"Typically, we'll get 70 to 80
so much talent coming in from recommendations each year,
all over the Midwest, the team and then we have to refine it
runs the risk of losing interest down based on position and
from the citizens in town who pitching needs."
In Schmitz' opinion, havhave probably never heard of
these players.
ing four Falcons on the 24That's unlikely to be the case, player Monarch roster will be
however, as there will be four exceptional.
familiar names in the lineup
"I think that's great. It's huge
most nights.
that we placed four guys on the
Falcon
players
David team," Schmitz said.
Borcherdt,
Kevin
Leady,
"They can all play here at
Brennan Smith, and Derek home and their friends and
Spencer all were selected as family will get a chance to
members of the 2008 Lake Erie watch them,"
Monarchs, though that was no
BG fans might recognize one
easy accomplishment.
other name on the roster this
"Players get placed onto our year.
team through their college
Achter. No, not Kate, the forcoach's
recommendation," mer Falcon women's basketball
DeSana said.
standout.
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91, a round replete with no birdies, four double bogeys and one
quadruple bogey.
Maybe (arena Ochoa — the
winner each of the previous four
weeks on tour — picked a good
time to stay home.

shot off the lead, along with Tseng,
Sorenstam, Candie Kung, Kyeong
Bae, Meena I ec and South Florida
native Cristie Ken.
Kim, luli 11 tkstei and Mi I lyun
Kim were part of another large
pack that finished two shots off
the triumvirate of leaders.
There's two courses in use this
week, the par-71 Soffer layout and
the par-70 Miller track, with each
team playing those courses once
Thursday and Friday. For the third
and fourth rounds, only the Soffer
course will be used.
By then, the pace of play might
lie a bit more brisk.
Also by then, some of the tour's
bigger names might be home for
the weekend.
Morgan Pressel and Natalie
Gulbis shot 5-over 75s on the
Miller course, meaning they'll
have work to do to make the
cut. Laura Davies shot a 75 on
the Soffer track. World No. 8 Jee
Young lee shot a 76. Brittany
1 jncicome slogged her way to an
80. And Nancy Lopez — making
her first start of the year — shot a

"It does take a toll on you. I found myself a
couple times wandering out there and would

BEDROOM APARTMENTS

woo

look for a second chance against Eastern

Creamer shoots a 3-under for share of lead at Stanford

"With all that in mind, we've
said Iroin Day I we're willing
to rework our contract. Once
the trade gels completed or
official, we'll be ready to do
our part because we warn to
play for Dallas. I don't have
any hesitation saying we
can get this done and get ii
done quickly.'
lones was scheduled for a
base salary of SI.74 million
in 2008 and had been under
contract through 2009 before
his suspension.
The first defensive player
drafted in 2005, sixth overall
outofU'eslVirginia, had been
Tennessee's best defender
with his four interceptions
coming in 2006. He also led

BGNtwsnifPMoro
SECOND CHANCE: The Falcons will

REDS

t
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"I actually had a good time
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ocketty hopes to bring stability to Reds
By Jo* Kay

"We talked at the
time about what a
great franchise this
was, the history of
this franchise, and
how it was similar to
the situation I had
in St. Louis with the
winning tradition."

The Associated Press

IMOTERO

APPHOTO

BACK IN ACTION: Masters champion Trevor Immelman hits a shot dining yesterday's liist
round of the EDS Byron Nelson Championship Immelman shot a 78 on the day.

Three tie for the lead at
the EDS Byron Nelson
By Stephen Hawk ins
The Associated Press

IRVING, Texas — Jesper Parnevik
has been so inconsistent thai he's
willing (o lake advice from a golfing buddy he refers to as a "complete hack monster."
Something worked yesterday,
with Parnevik overcoming gusty
wind and a redesigned course to
shoot a 2-under 68 in the first
round of the EDS Byron Nelson
Championship.
That left him only one shot
behind Ryan Moore, Mathew
Goggin and Eric Axley, whose 67s
made them the highest-scoring
first-round leaders at the Nelson
since 1984.
So what was that tip Parnevik
received during a phone call
Wednesday night from his friend
in Colorado?
"It was really a stupid thing,"
Parnevik said. "It was the way he
had his left big toe at impact.... It
should be kind of pointed a little
bit upwards."
Parnevik was in a group of
eight players at 68 that included lOthranked Adam Scott, the
only player from the top 10 in the
world ranking in the field. Kevin
Sutherland, Briny Baird, Miami
Micheel, lun Poulter and Dustin
lohnson and Parker Mcl-achlin
also shot 68s.
Only24ofthe 156 players in the
field broke par. Masters champion
Trevor Immelman, playing for the
first time since winning the green
jacket, finished with a 78, better
than only three other players.
Axley, who overcame an early
bogey with four consecutive
birdies from Nos. 4-7, was in the
lead alone until he bogeyed the
429-yard 18th hole. I le missed the
final fairway and hit his approach
into a greenside bunker — the
only bunker he found all day.
Goggin, in the same group
with Parnevik, got to 3 under with
three consecutive birdies on their
back nine.
He sank putts of 15-20 feet on
Nos. 5 and 6 before hitting his second shot at the 542-yard seventh

hole to the fringe and chipping
to 2 feet.
Moore had seven birdies and
four bogeys in only his third tournament in 10 weeks. That included a six-hole stretch on the back
nine when he had either a birdie
or bogey on each.
"It was just one of those days
that you knew it was going to be
a battle the whole time you were
out there," said Moore, who has
taken extra time off the last 2
months to cure a sore shoulder.
"I'll take a 67 on any course any
day. This is definitely one of my
better rounds of the year, for sure,
in these conditions."
The unusual high opening
scores at the Nelson had more
to do with the weather — windy
conditions with gusts of more
than 30 mph and wet fairways
after about an inch of rain overnight — than the redesign of the
TPC Four Seasons course since
last year.
"It's hard to make a real fair
comparison right now, with the
soft fairways and the wind blowing 20 mph," said Harrison Frazar,
a player from Dallas who was a
consultant during the S10 million renovation. "I don't think we
need to jump to any conclusions
too early."
Frazar shot 73, a shot better
than J.I. Henry, the Fort Worth
resident who was the other player
consultant on the project.
Soon after last year's tournament, when deteriorating greens
were bumpy and sometimes
brown, work began to make
changes on every hole, with new
tee boxes and more undulating
greens, and to relocate 165 trees.
With the redone TPC, this is
the first time since 1993 that the
Nelson has been played on only
one course.
Cottonwood Valley across the
street also was used during firstand second-round play from 1994
until last year.
Parnevik last won on the PGA
Tour in 2001 and hasn't finished
better than 24th this season,
missing four of 10 cuts.

CINCINNATI — When Ken
Griffey Jr. joined his hometown
team in 2000, great things
seemed to be right around the
corner.
Jack McKeon had just been
chosen NL Manager of the Year
for leading the Cincinnati Reds to,
within one victory of the playoffs.
General manager |im Bowden
was talking about champagne
celebrations in the near future.
McKeon? Gone. Bowden?
Gone. Those giddy days?
Ancient history.
Since his high-profile homeWalt Jocketty | Reds GM
coming, Griffey has played
for six managers, four general
managers and two owners. tor of baseball operations. He
That's a lot of change in a little later moved to Colorado and
AlBEHRMAN
'
»
then St. Louis, where he took
more than eight years.
When he did the math, over in 1995 and revived a team
WINDS OF CHANGE: S.nce Ken Griffey. Jr. became a Red in 2000. the organization
that hadn't been to the playoffs
Griffey was taken aback.
has seen two owners, four general managers and six managers Former G M. Wayne
in eight years.
"Damn!" he said.
Krivsky was fired after just 21 games after the Reds started 9-12.
locketty hired Tony La
One more numbing number. Over that span, the Reds Russa as manager before the
Though stunned by the timhave managed only one win- 1996 season, traded for Mark
McGwire in 1997 and pre- ing, Reds players weren't surning season.
sided over a streak of seven prised that locketty was movIt all adds up.
The Reds' impatience has playoffs appearances in 13 ing into the job.
"He ended up turning St.
left them lurching from one seasons. The Cardinals won
NATIONAL LEAGUE
perceived quick-fix to another the NL pennant in 2004 and Louis around and making it
during their dismal decade. again 2006, when they beat a very solid organization and
STANDINGS
a good team," pitcher Aaron
The long list of managers Detroit in the World Series.
Front-office friction over llarang said. "I think that's
— McKeon, Bob Boone, Dave
EAST:
Miley, Jerry Narron, interim player development led to what Bob and the rest of ownFlorida - 13-8
Pete Mackanin and now Dusty locketty's firing. He wasn't sure ership is looking for."
New York - 11-9
Although locketty didn't hire
Baker — suggests a franchise he had the desire to be a genPhiladelphia- 12-11
Baker, he has known him for a
eral manager again.
that can't make up its mind.
Atlanta - 10-11
<
Jocketty is friends with long time. Baker spent the last
Finally, that might be
Washington - 6-16
Castellini from their days two years of his playing career
changing.
When the Reds fired Wayne together in St. Louis, when in Oakland, when locketty was
Krivsky and hired Walt the current Reds owner was in the front office.
CENTRAL:
Baker was fired by the Cubs
Jocketty on Wednesday, they a minority partner in the
Chicago — 15-7
brought in someone who is Cardinals. Castellini offered after the2006 season, hisfourth
Milwaukee — 13-9
him a job as special adviser in in Chicago, locketty was fired
accustomed to stability.
St. Louis - 13-9
"I believe in continuity," said Cincinnati, and talked about by the Cardinals after that run
Houston - 11-12
locketty, the team's fourth GM creating a bigger role for him at of playoff appearances. Both
Pittsburgh - 9-12
were stung by how they left
in six years. "Sometimes it the end of this season.
Cincinnati — 9-14
Upset at the team's slow start, their last jobs.
takes a little time to get things
"Trust me: Me and Dusty are
the way you want them, but Castellini changed his timetaI think there's a lot of quality ble and fired Krivsky after only very motivated," Jocketty said.
WEST
people here. Now we've got to 21 games, locketty was sur- "We're both guys who have a
Arizona — 15-6
find a way to make it all work." prised by the move and the job vendetta, a little chip on our
Colorado - 10-12
He's starting at the bot- offer, which he discussed with shoulders. So we want to find a
Los Angeles - 9-12
San Diego - 9-13
way to make this work."
tom. A 5-3 loss to Houston on his family before accepting.
San Francisco — 9-13
To do that, they'll need time.
"They said they could see I
Thursday left the Reds (9-14) in
last place in the NL Central, off was ready to get back." locketty
to their worst start in five years. said. "The first few months
Impatient
owner
Bob lafter the firing], I just vegged
Castellini seems to be lean- as much as 1 could. I didn't
ing toward giving Jocketty and even follow baseball. Then I got
Baker — his two most experi- to spring training and I started
enced hires in two years run- getting excited again."
His closeness with Castellini
ning the team — time to settle
in and get the organization to was one of the factors that led
him to accept.
settle down.
"I talked to Bob quite a bit
"It's very important," said
Baker, who was hired last a few years ago when he was
October. "Good organizations contemplating buying this
keep a lot of the same people franchise," locketty said. "We
talked at the time about what
for a good length of time."
locketty will be the key. He a great franchise this was, the
history of this franchise and
has the owner's ear.
Hired by Oakland's Charlie how it was similar to the situaFinley in 1980, locketty spent tion I had in St. Louis with the
10 years as the Athletics' direc- winning tradition."
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MO MALONEY
Major: Telecommunications
Class: Sophomore
Favorite Food: lasagna
Favorite Movie: Love Actually
Hobbies: Bowling, Playing .
Saxophone
Goals After Graduation:
Being a sports announcer
for a professional team
What I do for Fun: Hang out with friends,
take rides in cars
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McCain criticizes government
response to Hurricane Katrina
By Nancy Ben.it
The Associated Press

there with a volunteer youth
group a few weeks ago to help
in the recovery.
"Never again, never again,
will a disaster of this nature
be handled in the disgraceful way it was handled,"
McCain declared, a pledged
he repeated over and over
during the day.
McCain is campaigning this
week in what he calls "forgotten" areas of the country, and
he assured residents that their
situation was not lost on him.
"I've been goingtoplacesthat
are perhaps very cynical about
government.'' he told students
ern HABER •■ •• 'i'
during a town hall at Xavier
University. Irving to reach out CAMPAIGNIH' MCCAIN: Republican presidential candidate Sen John McCain shales
for the votes of Democrats and hands with people along the route of his walking tour ol New Orleans Lower Ninth Ward
independents, he pledged to
emment's goal to fortify the istration on Katrina, and said
he a president who would take
city against 100-year storms members of Congress must
action to erase that cynicism.
"As president of the United by 2011, and to find a way to share the blame for putting
States, I'm not going to leave protect the region against money into pork-barrel projects
when those dollars should have
Category 5 hurricanes.
anybody behind," he said.
On the latter issue, he said, been used to fortify the region
He sa id t hat beyond t he most
against disaster. He said his
immediate needs of people in "It's time to end the studies and
record was clean on that count,
it's time to act."
New Orleans, such as affordMcCain was unsparing in his with a consistent opposition to
able housing, the top priorities
wasteful spending.
now; were to achieve the gov- criticism of the Bush admin-

NEW ORLEANS — Republican
presidential candidate lohn
McCain took stock of still-hurricane-damaged areas of New
Orleans yesterday and declared
that if the disaster had happened on his watch, he would
have immediately landed at the
nearest Air Force base, drawing
a sharp contrast to President
Bush's handling of the tragedy.
McCain called the response
to Hurricane Katrina "a perfect storm" of mismanagement by federal, state and
local governments.
The Arizona senator walked a
few blocks oft he hard-hit Lower
9th Ward, passing tidv rebuilt
stucco houses standing next
to abandoned structures, their
facades still spray-painted with
the markings of rescue workers
who went door to door nearly
three years ago searching for
bodies. Government-issued
trailers still dot the neighborhood. McCain said his teenage daughter Bridget had been

Clinton revives campaign
by raising more money
By Sara Kugler
The Associated Press

Hillary Rodham
Clinton

WASHINGTON —
Hillary
Rodham Clinton raised $10
million in the 24 hours after
winning the Pennsylvania primary, aided by contributions
from 80,000 new donors, her
campaign said yesterday.
The $10 million came from a
total of 100,000 donors, spokesman Mo Hlleithee said.
Clinton, who was strapped
for cash going into Tuesday's
contest against Barack Obama.
started making fundraising pleas as soon as the race
was called.
She told supporters during
her nationally televised victory
speech to go to her Web site to
send money.
She
continued
making the point the next day in
Indianapolis, telling supporters she was being outspent by
Obama and that she has to
"hustle" to keep up.
She urged them to go to the
Internet to read about her positions on the issues
"If you're so inclined, after

Raised $10
million in 24 hours
for campaign

you've done so, I would really welcome a contribution,
because we are being outspent,"
Clinton said.
Clinton reported having just
over $9 million cash on hand
at the end of March and $10
million in debt, compared to
Obama, who began April with
more than four times the
amount of money, or $40 million, in the bank.
Clinton has a smaller donor
base than Obama's network of
more than 1.3 million. More
of her donors also have contributed the maximum $2,300
allowed by law for the primary.
She must continue to find new
donors to stay competitive.
The campaign said she would
spend money in both Indiana,
where the race is considered
close, and North Carolina,
where Obama is favored. Both
states hold primaries May 6.

North Carolina integral to Democratic candidate race
The longer-than-expected race for the Democratic presidential nomination sees a rise in voter registration for the May 6 primary
By Mike Baker
The Associated Press

'My crystal ball wasn't working well last
year, and I certainly would not have

RALEIGH, N.G— Not since 1988
has North Carolina had much
of a voice in choosing a presidential nominee. Back then, it
joined several Southern states
to help pick Al Core, a neighbor
from Tennessee.
But the longer-than-expected
race between Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Barack Obama for
the Democratic presidential
nomination will thrust the state
into the national spotlight when
it has its say May 6. Indiana also
votes that day.
The primary, offering 115
national convention delegates, comes two weeks after
Pennsylvania gave the former
first lady the win she needed to

anticipated this."
Jerry Meek | Democratic Party Chairman
stay in the race. But Obama is
favored to win North Carolina,
the largest prize among the contests remaining.
"My crystal ball wasn't working well last year, and I certainly would not have anticipated
this," said state Democratic
Party chairman lerry Meek.
"But, in retrospect, having a
May primary was a tremendously astute decision."
Voters, especially new ones,
have taken note.

More than 165,000 people
have registered to vote in North
Carolinainthefirstthreemonths
of the year, a nearly threefold
increase from the same period
in 2004. Election officials expect
a record turnout May 6 — about
half of the more than 5.7 million registered voters, compared
with past turnouts ranging from
16 percent to 31 percent.
Another wild card: A new law
allows unregistered voters to
sign up and vote on the same

HEY!!!

day through May 3. Both campaigns have launched efforts to
turn out those voters, and the
polling sites have been flooded
since they opened last week.
As of yesterday morning,
more than 81,000 "one-stop"
ballots had been cast — about
eight times higher than during
the 2006 primary, according
to the state Board of Elections.
An additional 8,700 absentee
ballots have been collected,
officials said.
Voter registration is up overall, but the biggest boost has
been among blacks.
More than 45,000 black voters have registered in the first
three months of 2008, compared with just over 11.000 in
the same period four years ago.
Blacks make up more than 20

GERBY BBOOME

»P PHOTO

FAVORED TO WIN NORTH CAROLINA: Presidential hopeful. Sen Barack Obama.
D-lll., speaks at North Carolina Central University during a fundraismg visit in Durham. N.C.
percent of the state's registered
voters, according to Board of

Elections data.
Those numbers bode well
for Obama, who has won

strong black support throughout the primaries.
There are other signs Clinton
will have a hard time achieving
victory in North Carolina.
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ADOPTION
From Page 6

The U.S. Embassy report
is based on a review of hundreds of adoptions since they
resumed in Vietnam in 2006.
Already, the U.S. Embassy
concerns have left scores of
Vietnamese adoptions inlimbo,
as American families wait for
U.S. permission to bring the
babies home.
Victoria Krebs of Chapel Hill,
N.C., said that she and her husband have been waiting more
than four months to find out
if U.S. visas will be approved
for the two girls they plan to
adopt. They have pictures of
the children and feel like they
are already part of the family.
"They don't reply to my emails. Krebs said of U.S. immigration officials. "I don't have
any specific information about
my case."
A suspension in Vietnamese
adoptions would not only
put families on hold, but also
threaten humanitarian work in
Vietnam that is largely funded
by American adoption agencies, such as foster care and
programs that help keep families together, Cox said.
That occurred when the U.S.
suspended Vietnamese adoptions in 2003, Cox said. "Since
there were no adoptions, the
groups didn't have the means
to stay and help," she said.
Many people involved in
Vietnamese adoptions strictly
adhere to adoption laws, U.S.
officials say.
But others have been flooding the system with cash to get
babies for American parents,
who pay up to $25,000 for an
adoption.
With 42 U.S. adoption agencies licensed in Vietnam,
the competition for babies is
intense.
Some agencies have been paying orphanage directors $10,000
per referral, the report says, and
some have taken orphanage
directors on shopping sprees and
junkets to the United States in
return for a steady flow of babies.
"Adoption service providers
have reported that cash and
in-kind donations have been
diverted by orphanage officials
and used to finance personal
property, private cars, jewelry,
and in one case, a commercial
real estate development," the
report says.
Aloisi gave the AP a list of
10 particularly egregious cases,
including the grandmother
who gave away her grandchild.
The mother, working in
another province for several weeks, had left the baby
with her mother-in-law. She
returned to discover the baby
had been given up for adoption.

Eventually, she got the baby
back after U.S. officials uncovered the ruse during investigations as part of the U.S, visa
approval process.
In another case, a baby was
allegedly taken by hospital
officials and turned over for
adoption because the mother
couldn't afford to pay her $750
hospital bill.
Hospital officials had inflated
the bill, claiming the child had
serious health problems. U.S.
Embassy officials say they discovered the child was healthy.
Again, the child was returned
to its birth mother.
The report also says some
orphanages have pressured
birth mothers to give up their
babies in return for about
$450 — nearly a year's salary
for many.
The problems have prompted
U.S. officials to seek revisions
before renewing the adoption
agreement, including DNA
tests for birth mothers and permission to conduct surprise
investigations in provinces
arranging U.S. adoptions.
Both of those conditions are
unacceptable, said Long, the
Vietnamese official.
Vietnamese law requires that
Vietnamese officials approve
and participate in any investigations, he said. And requiring
DNA tests is impractical in a
country where adoption is considered a private matter.
"The American side is trying to make it seem like this
agreement is ending because
of violations by the Vietnamese
side," Long said. "It's not fair for
them to blame us."
U.S. Embassy officials began
raising questions last year,
after their routine investigations turned up widespread
inconsistencies in adoption
paperwork.
They also noticed a suspicious
surge in the number of babies
listed as abandoned on adopt ion
papers. That makes it impossible to confirm the infants were
genuine orphans, or that their
parents had knowingly put them
up for adoption, as required
by U.S. law.
In adoptions before 2003,
20 percent were abandoned
babies. Since they resumed
under tighter rules, that has
risen to 85 percent, the embassy report says.
U.S. officials believe paperwork problems and reports of
abandoned infants have risen
in part because corrupt adoption workers are trying to cover
up baby-selling.
They say their efforts
to investigate have been
blocked in six provinces,
holding up adoptions for
about 70 American families who have been matched
with babies.
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Stinging insect
Turkish VIP
Cambodian moola
Delight
Heated disagreement
Dallas sch.
Throw
Zodiac sign
Bnef summaries
Deviant
Common special effect
Skin opening
Wound reminder
44
Current events sourc- 47
49
es
Topped out
51
Permit
53
Saclike cavity between 54
joints
55
One of Jacob's sons
56
Winter vehicle
58
Carbon-arc lamp
Assisted
59
Requirements
60
More difficult
63
Throw
Desensitized

Strange
Massive ret. work
Famed Spanish fleet
Wildebeest
Connecting words
"Island of the Blue Dolphins"
author
"True _"
Rasputin, e.g.
Like a hereditary condition
Norse deity
Equine buddy, perhaps
Tree trunk
Bart's bus driver
Bogged down
Snow racer
Light gas
Frighten

Valerie Harper sitcom
Lubricate
Slur over
Conduit for waste

Lose weight like crazy
Bums fat, block cravings 8 boosts
energy All natural, super easy
Call (440)339-1324

Wanted
Graduation Tickets Wanted
May 3, Arts 8 Sciences

(419)376-5069
Paying up to $500 tor
running or non-running vehicles
Call anytime (419)686-4222

'BARTENDING' up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
College student PT tor Perrysburg
child care Girls 6 8 9 yrs Daily 4:306 30 Summer hrs also avail
(419)666-7068
Delivery & prep personnel
Apply DiBenedetto's
1432E. WoosterSt

Nanny 8 am to 5 pm Mon. thru Fri
Some overnights. $7.00 hr plus
benefits. Exp pref. 419-872-6222
Nanny w/ child care exp needed to
care for 2 girls (age 3 & 6) in our BG
home Tues 8 Thurs $800-51000
hr. dep. on exp. Good rets., reliable
car. S child care exp. req.
419-353-5363.

Part time sitter needed for one 12 yr.
old girl, in my Perrysburg home beginning Fall '08. Must be flexible.
Call for more info. (917)903-1754

1-800-899-8070

«

www.bowllnggreen-apu.com

.■

!K0ffEftftaausattDuu5«w
For more information call I-800-63M771 and ask for Hu

irces.

EXECUTIVE CATERERS AT LANDERHAVEN
6111 Landerhaven Dr. Cleveland, OH 44124
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Earn cash for your opinions.
We pay S15.00-S125 00 per survey
Cash20pinion com

"Summer subleaser needed ASAP
Will pay month of May 521 Pike SI
Call (440)668-6067
08-09 S.Y 3 bdrm house avail. 8/
15/08 $275 per person ♦ util Close
to BGSU Off St. pkg AC/WD
1 bdrm effic. avail 8/15/08 $375 +
util Close to BGSU Off si pkg .
fum.
1 rm. effic avail. 8/15/08. $290 plus
util. Close to BGSU OH St. pkg. Part
fum (419)601-3225
1 BDRM APT $535/mo Heat, water
indud. in rent. NO PETS, nonsmoker. Avail 5/1/08. (419)352-2104
1 bdrm 854 8lh St $410 per mo .
elec Available now or Aug. No pels
(419)392-3354
12 month leases starting May 2008
613 5th -2 to 3 BR House
$650 * util.
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$870 t util
402 1/2 E. Court-1 BR Apt
$335 * util.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
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(419)340-2500

AVAIL. AUG 15.2008 1 bdrm apt
2 bdrm house 8 3 bdrm. house.
Close 10 campus (419)308-2458
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monlhly/semester 8 yr. long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www Ouckeyemnandsludios com
Dependable person to care for
school age child in my home. 2 -3
days /wk Great pay lor the right person Must have ref (419)807-8154
Female subleaser needed. May to
Aug Enclave I. Contact Amanda at
(614)582-3254
Filling up last for Fall '08
Copper Beech
419-353-3300
House for rent. July. 3-4 bedroom
$900 mo
Call 419-308-9905
Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 • 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2M - F
www.bgapartments.com
Lg 3 bdrm house, close to downtown. Avail. Aug. '08. S800/mo *
utilities (419)354-0009.
Lg house, very nice. 4 bdrm , 2 bath
AC. WD, 2 blks Irom campus 421 S
College. Aug 08-Aug 09 Please
call (419)352-9392
Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm apt
S355 mo., cats allowed
(419)376-1158

3 bdrm. houses. 404 S. College.
$600 per month, plus utilities
Available Aug 419-352-4850

The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 8 2 bedrooms
Available May - August
419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt com

3 bdrm hse, 1 1/2 blks S central
campus. Lg. common areas. W/D,
A/C, Avail. Aug. 419-352-7090
3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath house
127 Georgia
(419)308-2457

Available August
Call Gary (419)352-5414

Two 3 bdrm. homes, avail. Aug
Great cond.. W/D hook up.
Call for more info (419)353-0326
"What would you do lor a Klondike
Bar?" Treat yourself to a tour of Varsity Square 8 be treated to a tree
Klondike bar today! (419-353-7715)
Visit us on-line at
www varsitysquareapts com!

Serial Homicide Class

fulll.TI'Tll'I'i
Summer 2008 Scridi,
First Six-week term,"
Main Campus

Units available
for Summer!

Instructor:
Jwlgt James IV. Baibman
jb>chm#bgsu.cdu

Clean * Paved * Fenced-in
5x10 • 10x10 • 10x15

Tu»./Thiir.<» 6:15pm- 9:25pm.

993 S. Main

INTERVIEW NOW FOR BEST POSITIONS:

419.353.8206

(440)333-1155
ASK FOR KATHY/MARC
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2 bdrm. house, 253 Manville. avail
5/7/08, W/D, garage. $750 mo 8 util
(419)352-1104

INCENTIVE PROGRAMS/FLEXIBLE HOURS/
EXCELLENT PAY

WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DRIVE
ROCKY RIVER. OH 44116

G

1

SHN

812 (avail June 1) 8 832 Third SI
(avail Aug 1) 5 blks Irom campus 3
bdrm.. 1 bath, privacy fenced in back
yard S875 mo, plus ulil Call
(419)392-2812

2 bdrm. furn. apt 724 6th 8 705 7th
$750/summer. Fall-1 yr lease, $510
mo. Free water, sewer, gas & cable.
(419)494-8208.

SERVERS
BUSSERS
HOST/HOSTESS
BARTENDERS
DOCK ATTENDANTS/GROUNDSKEEPER
LIFEGUARDS
RECEPTIONIST/COMPUTER
LINE COOKS/BANQUET PREP
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS

Applicants must have friendly, professional attitude with the
ability to work in a team atmosphere devoted to excellent service!

0

T

1
1

"08-09 8.Y. Houses. Apts 8 Rms
729 4th St. 4 bdrm C/A. W/D
311 E. Reed 3 bdrm also 182bdrms
few summer only leases
see Cartyrentals.com
Call (419)353-0325 9am - 9pm

BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT YACHTING CLUB
SEEKS FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS
WILL TRAIN QUALIFIED CANDIDATES AS:

Lead Servers: Full or part-time positions available

3

■- 1 u

'•

1

1
V

4-5 bdrm.. 2 bath house on Clough
S1500 month plus utilities

PLAY SPORTS) HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure & water sports. Great summer! Call 888-844-8080, apply:
campceclar com

SUMMER & FULL-TIME POSITIONS

Banquet Captains: Full or part-time positions available

o

g

' 3 bdrm. available in August.
• 1 or 2 bdrm avail May or August
For more info call 419-354-9740

3 or 4 bedroom apts. Near campus

Banquet Servers: Full or part-time, work when it f
>our schedule.

N

3

3

For Rent

2 bdrm. duplex, private parking &
patio 836 Scott Hamilton. Clean &
quiet Avail 5/15/08 $560/mo + util.
(419)352-1104

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCanClub.com

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
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See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALSI
www.pisanellos.com

Part-time servers and cooks
Apply at LaRoe's. Grand Rapids OH
(419)832-3082

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers S cooks.
419-352-7070

Shuttle stop across the street
S535/month Full Year Lease

I

Help Wanted

Seeking babysitter tor summer.
weekdays If interested please call
973-262-7871
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A

0

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Part time counter help needed
Apply at Long's Dry Cleaners
1204 W Wooster

Web design lirm seeking summer intern. Must have Photoshop, Dreamweaver, XTHML 8 CSS expenence.
Send resume to:
brandy Otoledo com

V

it

STRAIGHT YEARS

i PISHN€LLOS

Miscellaneous help needed now
Yards, etc.
Call (419)353-0325

Help Wanted

v
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i

H

LIFEGUARD: Part lime Must have
current Lifeguard. CPR and First Aid
Certification. Varied hours to include
evenings or weekends. Position will
be year round employment. Water
Safety Instructor Certilicalion preferred or WSI training will be provided Sunshine offers excellent
benefits, quality on-going training
programs, competitive wages and
potential tor growth. Apply in person
at Sunshine Inc of NW Ohio. 7223
Maumee-Western Rd . Maumee OH
43537. Applications accepted Mon •
Fri., 8am-4pm. For more information
and to learn about additional employment opportunities, please call
419-794-1368 or visit
www.work4sunshine.org EOE

353-771S
(Rain Date - Sat. May 3)
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Open Weekdays 4P.M.
HUGE APARTMENT COMMUNITY
iGARAGE SALE!
Saturday, April 26 10:00am-3:00pm
VARSITY SQUARE APARTMENTS
1097 Varsity East
(Across trom Petcol

a

V

VOTED BEST PIZZA 15

Bucolic
Singer Kcauss
Kind of bomb
Coffee choice
Agenda entries
Mournful sounds
Billy of rock
Allied org
Medic or normal lead
in
Way of old Rome
Surrender formally
appetit!

ANSWERS
1

n

" 203 N. Main t"****™
352-5166
56.00 Minimum

www.homecltylca.com

www.my.pao.coMB
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Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
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A Mac* «a Calabrata
Mask * Ufa at tha
forial. Quarry

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

'

IB

709 5th Street N
APARTMENTS

Featuring:
Avert Brothers
& BG1 own
The Student Loan

'

.

*>lutaird.ss Ptsti\,a.(

June 5-7,2008
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brought to you by

Rmmi22f.OI-.iami. Mil!
CLASS DATFS.

05/19/08 - 06/27/08
Clou ID CRJU 3°5 M 00S
Coll « 59278

terentals.com
—Now Renting—
Apartments and Houses
Available May and August

I

Pr».«o,uiiila NONE
(Th.i is I ilad incoiraclly on
Mockboordi Sckadula olcl

SPRING'08 PHOTO RECAP

2CJFr«fay. April 2S. 2008

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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CAMPAIGN '08: The three presidential hopefuls
raided >n nearby areas, creating a presidential frenzy
in Northwest Ohio

ENOCH WU I IHEBGNEWS

IT'S A RECORD: Senior Kyle Culler attempts lo motivate his teamates at the GMAC
bowl, which BG lost 65-7 to the Tulsa Golden Hurricane
HuTOSBY ENOCH WU
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CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

UP All NIGHT: Students raised over $125,000 at ihe annual Dance Marathon on March 29

COOKIES AND CONTROVERSY: The College Repuk

and 50. They danced 32 consecutive hours.

feminist bake-sale." while feminist supporters gather in the background to protest

THE F.G NEWS

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

TMFBGNFWS

-5USEW

pmpt lo have an antr-

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

V

TROTTIN' TO BG: The world famous Harlem Globetrotters performed at

BG UNDEAD: Students battle to survive a "zombie attack," which normaly involves nerf

WAYNICK FOR THE WIN: Newly elected John Wayne*, and Sundeep Mutgi pose for a

Anderson arena on February 1 to a sold-out crowd.

guns. Controversy was sparked when the toy guns were not allowed due to student safety

picture after thev are announced as president and wee president of USG. respectively

concerns

IGHER EDUCATION. Credits Transfer.
Take 15 transferable credit hours at
Owens Community College during
the summer and save $7,000-510,000
on your bachelor's degree.

Choose from many opportunities to
invest your savings. You could use your
hard-earned money toward investments,
education, a car, a house or travel. You
could even graduate a semester early,
get a job and begin earning a salary, thus
increasing the value of your tuition savings.

\i.k Simmons
( >rri-/r> Sliuhnl

Sales M

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I IHEBGNEWS

FLUFFY FIGHT: Students attempt to break the Guiness World Record of the worlds
largest pillow fight They came up short by about 3.200 students

Imagine the possibilities

CAMPBELL HILL
TOWNHOUSES176-140
2 Bedroom
Townhouses

Owens Community College
offers you with Summer
classes, conveniently availa
days, evenings, weekends
and online.

3 Bedroom

Townhouses

For more information about
transfer or pre-requisites.

i Furnished

■ Furnished

call 1-800-GO-OWENS or

> 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
> Full basement

• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath

go to www.owens.edu

1

Full basement

■ Air conditioned

1

Air conditioned

1

1

Washer/Dryer
Hookup

Washer/Dryer
Special Rental Rate
$735/month
+ Utilities

[Starting at
$950/month
+ Utilities

Greenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

REGISTER NOWI
Summer classes begin May 27 and June 2. Summer weekend classes begin May 30.

OWENS
COMMUNITY COllEGE

i

